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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the birth of the idea of the interchange of students between 
the United States and the rest of the world thirty-one years ago, there 
has been a steady rise in the number of foreign students admitted an¬ 
nually to our institutions of learning. Available figures from 1930 
to the present show the trend, which is presented graphically on the 
chart on page 65. In 1930 there were approximately 9500 foreign stu¬ 
dents in the United States of America; by 1950, the number had risen 
to 25,823.1 With such a marked increase the need arose for some regi¬ 
mentation in order that the great influx of foreign students might be 
controlled from the viewpoint of immigration; that they might be pro¬ 
tected educationally; and that cultural and intellectual advantages 
might be secured for them. 
The United States Department of State foresaw in the foreign stu- 
. / 
dent a means of spreading our ideals abroad. In an attempt to encour¬ 
age this, that Department sponsored various acts covering an inter¬ 
change of students. The Immigration and Naturalization Service, in 
order to synchronize basic immigration laws, revised its regulations 
so as to restrict entry to bona fide students, and to shield them from 
possible exploitation on the part of the institutions of learning. 
As is usually the case in the embiyonic stage of any idea, there 
was, and still is, much misconception concerning the aims and purposes 
of the foreign student program in this country. The government agents 
(l) The Committee on Friendly Relations Among Foreign Students, 
The Unofficial Ambassador, The Committee on Friendly Relations Among 
Foreign Students, New York, 1950, p. 20. 
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often feel a lack of cooperation from some institutions of learning* 
The institutions, in turn, believe that frequently the government's 
regulatory attempts are unreasonable. Therefore, the foreign student, 
unaware of American customs and unable to find his proper position in 
our educational system, is in a constant dilemma. On the one hand he 
is told by the school to abide by certain rules and regulations; on 
the other, by the government agency which seems to have a different con¬ 
ception of what he can and cannot do. Many times he has still a third 
set of rules with which to conform, namely, those of his own country. 
These are enforced by his Consulate or educational Attache. 
Because of the paradoxical situation which arose due to a lack of 
•understanding among the government, schools, and students, there ap¬ 
peared to be an opportunity for a study to examine the whole foreign 
student program with the intention of delineating areas of conflict, 
i 
explaining the proper relations of each of the aforementioned groups 
to the other, and showing where authority and responsibility properly 
lie. 
I shall attempt to establish that the government and the schools 
are seeking a similar goal, the education of the foreign student. I 
shall also attempt to show that there has been confusion in the attain¬ 
ment of this and I shall suggest possible solutions. 
CHAPTER II 
STATjlIIENT OF PROBLEM AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE 
CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND OUTLINE OF i HOCKDURii; 
Statement of Problem — This is a study intended to discover the 
areas of conflict between government regulations and those of American 
educational institutions as they apply to foreign students in the 
United States; also, to show means of reducing such conflicts. 
Subjects and Materials — Subjects to be considered are: History 
and Development of the Foreign Student Program; Description of Agencies 
concerned with Foreign Students; Foreign Student Categories under the 
Immigration Act of 1924; Conflicts and Possible Solutions; Problems 
of the Educational Institutions and of the Foreign Students; Suggestions 
made by the Foreign Students. Materials to be used are: Code of Fed¬ 
eral Regulations; Government Publications; Publications of Agencies 
concerned with the Foreign Students; Questionnaires; Personal Inter¬ 
views with Foreign Students and Advisers. 
/ 
Procedure — The history of the foreign student program in the 
United States and development of pertinent legislation will be pre¬ 
sented. Results of a study of quasi-official and privately sponsored 
agencies concerned with foreign students will be presented, showing 
their functions and their contributions to the foreign student program. 
Results of a study of the various categories of foreign students will 
be shown. Regulations of the Department of State, the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service, and various American educational institu¬ 
tions will be surveyed, with a view to discovery of areas of conflict. 
Possible solutions of the conflicts will be developed and presented. 
Problems and suggestions derived from answers to questionnaires ad- 
... r***-v»** 
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dressed to foreign student advisers and foreign students will be 
presented. Conclusions will be orawn from the material developed. 
Data and conclusions derived from the research outlined above 
are presented in the following chapters. 
»»- . <• - 
CHAPTER III 
UNITED STATES GOV-lRNMENT ACTS AND 
REGULATIONS CwMCnRNING FOREIGN STUDENTS 
CHAPTER III 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACTS AND 
REGULATIONS CGNCiiRNING FOREIGN STUDENTS 
Background — As a result of World Wars I and II, the ascendancy 
of the United States in world affairs culminated into leadership. 
The axis of science and culture swung to the Western Hemisphere. 
The United States became the mecca for 3tudent3 from all over the world 
who came to us because we afforded better laboratories, libraries, etc., 
than their war-ravaged countries could provide. 
This steadily-increasing influx of students appeared to present an 
excellent means for the dissemination of democratic ideals and for the 
interchange of cultural ideas and mores. 
How might we encourage the exchange of peoples from countries which 
were dollar poor? How might the stratum be selected which represented 
those educationally and intellectually equipped to become the source 
i 
from which would spring the bases for inculcating amongst the peoples 
of the world our true purposes, policies and culture? 
The first question was answered, to a great extent, by government 
acts and regulations designed to make the desired exchange possible at 
ft minimum, or no, expense, to the student. 
The second question resolved itself because of the fact that stu¬ 
dents are permitted to apply for scholarships, fellowships, and assistant- 
ships in our institutions, and their selection is based on scholastic 
aptitude as well as financial need. 
The United States itself is an excellent example of the importance 
of exchange. Gur culture, science, and institutions are results of the 
intermingling of varied peoples. Our present position in the world. 
- 9 - 
our future progress and that of other nations, will be based on a 
continued exchange of ideas, experiences, and cultures* 
The Boxer Indemnity Fund — Many countries were aware of the 
need of exchange, but it appears that the first notable interaction 
by governments to encourage student exchange was that of China and 
the United States in 1908. At that time. Boxer Indemnity Funds were 
2 
remitted to China and used for this specific purpose. 
France, Germany, Great Britain, and other foreign countries 
from 1921 to 1937 established various government agencies to en¬ 
courage cultural and educational interchange. However, it was not 
until 1937, with the exception of the aforementioned Boxer Indemnity 
Fund, that the United States adopted a policy of such exchange. 
Buenos Aires Convention for the Promotion of Inter-American Cul¬ 
tural Relations — In 1937 Congress approved the recommendations of 
i 
this convention which provided for the annual exchange of one pro¬ 
fessor and two teachers or graduate students by each of the American 
Republics concerned. 
The Office of Information and Educational Exchange — This was 
established in the Department of State, in 1938* This organization 
concerned itself with the development of means of promoting intellectual 
3 
and cultural interchange. 
(2) National Association of Foreign Student Advisers, Handbook 
for Counselors of Students from Abroad, National Association for Foreign 
Student Advisers, New York, 1949, p. 1# 
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The Fulbright Act (Public Law No, 384. 79th Congress) — This measure 
was signed by President Truman on August 1, 1946 and was designed to 
utilize some of the war supplies left overseas as a result of the aid 
of hostilities in 1945* for the useful purposes of promoting inter¬ 
national understanding. This Act amended the Surplus Property Act of 
1944 so that, Ma portion of the currencies and credits of other countries 
acquired by the United States through the sale of surplus property abroad 
might be used for educational exchange".^ 
It authorized the Secretary of State to negotiate Executive Agree¬ 
ments to permit use of foreign currencies and credits accrued from surplus- 
property sales for the exchange of persons between the United States and 
other countries for educational purposes. This use was to include the 
transportation, tuition, maintenance, and other expenses incident to 
the education of United States citizens abroad; the transportation of 
foreign citizens coming to this country to be educated, and costs in¬ 
curred by foreign nationals attending American institutions outside the 
United States. However, there is a limitation placed on the educational 
exchanges, in that the equivalent of ^20,000,000 in a given foreign cur¬ 
rency may be devoted to such exchanges with any particular country, and 
not more than $1,000,000 may be made available each year in any single 
country. 
The act has not yet been applied to all countries with which ex¬ 
changes are possible. As of November 1949, agreements had been con- 
(4) Department of State, Educational Exchanges under the Fulbright 
Act. Department of State Publication 3657, International Information 
and Cultural Series 9, December 1949, p* 1* 
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eluded with Australia, 3elgium, Burma, China, Egypt, France, Greece, 
Iran, Italy, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Philippines, and the 
United Kingdom. Programs are anticipated in Austria, India, Korea, 
Pakistan, Thailand, and Turkey. 
Candidates for grants under the Fulbright Act "must possess the 
abilities and personal characteristics which will enable them to 
develop a true understanding of the people in the host country and 
upon their return, to communicate an honest impression of this ex- 
5 
perience to fellow citizens". The field of study and type of ex¬ 
perience which the candidate indicates are important elements in 
selection. In all cases, grants are awarded on the basis of competi¬ 
tion through public announcement. Special application forms must be 
submitted, but no written examinations are required. All candidates 
must know the language of the country to which they will travel well 
i 
enough to enable them to carry on the proposed programs of study or 
teaching. 
The Institute of International .education and the Conference Board 
of Associated Research Councils are cooperating with the Department of 
State and the Board of Foreign Scholarships in proposing candidates. 
Each of these agencies reviews certain types of applications and submits 
a list of recommended candidates. The final selections are made by the 
Board of Foreign Scholarships.^ 
(5) Department of State, Educational exchanges under the Fulbright 
Act, Department of State Publication 3657, International Information and 
Cultural Series 9, December 1949» pp. 7 and 8. 
(6) Ibid., p. 9. 
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United States Information and Educational Exchange Act of 1948 
(Public Law 402) — Through the enactment of this act on January 27, 1948, 
which is better known as the Smith-Mundt Act, Congress determined that a 
program of educational exchange shall become an essential part of the 
conduct of this nation's foreign affairs. This act authorizes a world¬ 
wide program of educational and cultural exchange; but, to date, does 
not finance it. funds have not yet been appropriated to expand the 
program beyond the level at which it was operating at the time the act 
was passed. Because of this lack of financial assistance, no government- 
supported educational exchange activities are yet being conducted under 
the Smith-Mundt Act in the Eastern Hemisphere.^ 
Under Public Lftw 402, the Secretary of State is authorized "to 
provide interchanges on reciprocal bases between the United States 
and other countries, of students, trainees, teachers, guest-instructors, 
professors, and leaders of specialized knowledge and skill, to provide 
for "exchange of persons, information, films, books, pamphlets in educa- 
8 
tion, arts and sciences". 
The Fulbright Act concerns itself mainly with United States citi¬ 
zens studying abroad. It involves the foreign student only in con¬ 
nection with his transportation, if studying here. If studying at an 
American institution outside the United States, it covers his scholastic 
expenses entirely. 
(7) United States House of Representatives, 81st Congress, 1st Session, 
First Semi-Annual Report of All Educational Exchange Activities Carried on 
from July 1 to December 31» 1948» Doc. United States Government Printing 
Office, Washington, 1948, p. 4. 
(8) National Association of Foreign Student Advisers, Handbook for 
Counselors of Foreign Students from Abroad, National Association of Foreign 
Student Advisers, New York, 1949* p. 17* 
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The two acts cam be interrelated, however, in the case of a for¬ 
eign student, to the extent that he may receive his transportation, 
educational and incidental expenses, entirely free. 
Department of State Regulations and the Immigration Act of 1924- 
There are cited, on pages 66 through 74, The Department of State Regu¬ 
lations as taken from Title 22, Code of Federal Regulations, and the 
Immigration Act of 1924, insofar as they concern foreign students. 
They are quoted verbatim in an attempt to make it possible to point out 
existing discrepancies. 
On the one hand, there has been mentioned the role of the United 
States Government, through its Department of State and regulations 
emanating therefrom, encouraging the flow of foreign students to this 
country. On the other, there is the part played by the United States 
Immigration and Naturalization Service in attempting to restrict entry 
/ 
only to bona fide students, and to keep them under constant surveil¬ 
lance. 
The Immigration act of 1924 has not subsequently been changed fund¬ 
amentally by Congress, even to simplify matters for the Department of 
State's Fulbright and Snith-Mundt Acts. Certain requirements have to 
be met under this act before the student is permitted to enter this 
country, and, while he is here, in order that he may maintain his status. 
In many instances, persons entrusted with the guidance of foreign 
students in the institutions of learning are not well acquainted with 
the requirements of the Immigration Act of 1924, Fart 125. Therefore, 
the foreign students many times find themselves in embarrassing positions 
due to the fact that they have infracted rules without knowing of their 
- 14 - 
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existence, and are, therefore, subject to censure by the Immigration 
and Naturalization Office under whose jurisdiction they come. It 
would be well if at least one person in each college were well versed 
in the legal requirements governing students, thus being in a position 
adequately to instruct the students thereon. This person should 
also know what is required of the schools themselves under the same 
Immigration Act. 
Hie older immigration regulations appeared to require only that 
the student maintain his status, and that the school offer the courses 
for which it was approved. A scrutiny of the student’s activities 
and the school's operation were by no means a general requirement, but 
came about only as a result of an investigation ordered in the case of 
a student because of some extraordinary situation. 
The present foreign student regulations, promulgated by the Com- 
i 
missioner of Immigration and Naturalization, now contemplate a more 
rigid supervision over both the student and the approved institution 
of learning. 
Experimental program between the Department of State and the United 
States Army — Finally, it might be well to mention that there is at 
present an experimental program which has been inaugurated by the United 
States Army, in cooperation with the Department of State, in another at¬ 
tempt to spread democratic ideals. The United ./bates Government pays 
all of the transportation, book, and incidental expenses of approx¬ 
imately one hundred foreign students from Germany, Austria, and Japan; 
and the colleges in which these people are enrolled provide tuition, 
board and room scholarships, covering study in this country for one year. 
There are some students here presently under this program, but the quota 
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probably will not be filled until the coming academic year. It is 
still too soon to know whether or not it will be successful insofar 
as its purpose is concerned. 
CHAPTER IV 
AGENCIES CGiviCxiME'D WITH TKi*. FOREIGN STUDENT 
CHAPTER IV 
AGENCIES CONCERNED 'WITH THE FOREIGN STUDENT 
Committee on Friendly Relations among Foreign Students — This is 
the oldest private agency in America concerning itself with foreign 
students. It was formed in 1911 by John R. Mott, Cleveland H. Dodge, 
George W. Perkins, Andrew Carnegie, William Sloane and others. It was 
the first agency to care for such students, and it has emphasized their 
personal adjustment needs. It seeks to stimulate attitudes and programs 
designed to serve the foreign student community, and to unite as many 
resources as possible in a cooperative enterprise for meeting the needs 
of these students. It has a reception program which is the best known 
of its several specialized services, and under which students are met 
and helped through Immigration and Customs when they arrive at the 
port of entry. This is done in cooperation with the Greater New York 
Council for Foreign Students. The program also includes suggestions as 
/ 
to transportation facilities, checking baggage and route of travel and, 
for those who wish to spend a few days in the city, arrangement for 
inexpensive overnight housing. The Committee also provides counsellors 
in problems resulting from financial worries, immigration status and 
personal adjustment, and is instrumental in the compilation and publica- 
9 
tion of an annual foreign student census. 
Institute of International education — In the fall of 1918, ELihu 
Root, Nicholas Murray Butler, and Stephen Duggan met at Columbia University 
and said: "Diplomacy hasn’t worked. International commerce and interna- 
(9) Committee on Friendly Relations Among Foreign Students, Inter¬ 
national Campus, Committee on Friendly Relations Among Foreign Students, 
New York, 1950, p. 8. 
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tional finance aren’t enough. Let’s tzy international education.”^ 
Out of this meeting grew the most important non-governmental agency 
in existence today, the Institute of International Education, founded 
February 1, 1919, a private, non-profit organization devoted to pro¬ 
moting world understanding by building an exchange of students, teach¬ 
ers, and specialists among the United States and other countries.^ 
The Institute aids in the selection, placement, travel, financing, 
hospitable treatment, orientation and general counseling of many of 
the thousands of American and foreign students pursuing overseas study. 
It has arranged over 9,000 scholarships for foreign students in 300 
outstanding American universities and colleges during the last thirty 
years. It is a clearing house for every type of academic and technical 
study. It answers 35,000 inquiries yearly, and has directly aided 
more than 320,000 students and professors in fifty-three countries. 
i 
In cooperation with other organizations, it conducts the Annual Census 
12 
of Foreign Students in the United States, and publishes the results. 
Since its beginning, the Institute has become the chief agency 
in the United States for the interchange of students. Through its 
Annual Reports, its Bulletins on special topics, its News Bulletin 
published ten times a year, and through conferences of college and 
university administrators and foreign student counselors, it has been 
the lodestar in leading the way to a more unified program of interna¬ 
tional student exchange. 
(10) The Institute of International Education, Leaflet published 
by the Institute of International Education, New York, 1950. 
(11) Ibid. 
(12) Ibid. 
as 
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National Association of Foreign Student Advisers — This agency is 
next in importance to the Institute of International Education and is 
also a source of much information. After a great deal of preliminaiy 
work, this agency was founded at the National Conference of Foreign 
Student Advisers at Ann Arbor, Michigan, May 10, 194&. Its purpose 
is stated in its By-Laws: ”To promote the professional preparation, 
appointment, and service of foreign student advisers in colleges and 
universities and in other agencies concerned with student interchange; 
to serve more effectively the interests and needs of exchange students; 
to coordinate plans for student interchange through comprehensive 
voluntary cooperation of all agencies and individuals concerned with 
exchange students; and in fulfillment of that purpose, to initiate, 
promote, and execute such systematic studies, cooperative experiments, 
conferences, and such other similar enterprises as may be required to 
i 
that end.n^ 
The purpose and scope of this Association are intended to be broad 
enougn to enlist the interest of all agencies, and individuals concerned 
with foreign students and student interchanges. 
Regional Associations — The Greater New York Council for Foreign 
Students; the Council on World Affairs in Cleveland, Ohio; the Foundation 
for International Understanding Througn Students of Washington State, 
have all been founded to serve the foreign student within those areas. 
Other regional associations exist in the Middle Western and New England 
(13) National Association of Foreign Student Advisers, Handbook 
for Counselors of Students from Abroad, 1949 Edition, National Associa¬ 
tion of Foreign Student Advisers, New' York, 1949, p. 24. 
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States. It is hoped that many others will flourish in the near future 
as we become more and more foreign-student conscious. 
Miscellaneous Agencies — There are hundreds of other government, 
voluntary, religious, professional, civic, and industrial organizations 
doing their part in promoting good fellowship and democratic ideals by 
attempting to ease the situation for the foreign student in this 
country, in his orientation program. These are the groups which usual¬ 
ly provide the scholarships necessary for so many of the foreign stu¬ 
dents. 
There are also those organizations and agencies which are par¬ 
tially private, founded to facilitate the exchange of persons between the 
United States and other nations. Examples of these are: American- 
Scandinavian Foundation; English-Speaking Union; Kosciuszko Foundation; 
Kasaryk Institute; Near East Foundation; and Netherlands-American Founda- 
i 
tion. 
Institutions of Learning — The most important agencies in the for¬ 
eign student program are our institutions of learning. It is here that 
the foreign student absorbs the greatest portion of our culture and 
folkways. Therefore it is from this focal point that he either decries 
or lauds the democratic way of life. 
Much more space and time could be devoted to the agencies directly 
or indirectly concerned with the foreign student in this country, but 
let it suffice to say that there certainly is no paucity of fervor in 
the great effort that is being made by the government, institutions 
of learning, agencies, associations, civic and private groups, in the 
one great concentrated attempt to make the foreign student the harbinger 
of American democratic ideals. 
CHAPTER V 
FOREIGN STUDENT CATEGORIES 
i 
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CHAPTER V 
FOREIGN STUDENT CATEGORIES 
Section 4(e) Students — According to the Immigration regulations, 
in order for a person to qualify for a student's visa, he must be at 
least fifteen years of age. This pertains solely to the Section 4(e) 
visa, commonly called the "student visa". This is the type student 
who comes most closely under the direct supervision of the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service. 
Upon arrival in this country, the student is questioned by the Im¬ 
migration Officer and, if found admissible, he is given a letter of wel¬ 
come and instructions, and is issued Form 1-94, Visitor's Permit. This 
becomes his Alien Registration Receipt Card, and the record of his ad¬ 
mission and legal status in this country. When he leaves, it is this 
forra which is endorsed to show his departure. It is then forwarded to 
the Immigration Office which has had jurisdiction over his case, in order 
/ 
that his file may be closed. If he neglects to turn it in at time of 
sailing, much correspondence many times ensues to establish his port of 
departure and, if no record can be obtained there, it may even become 
necessary to write to him directly at his home. Therefore, one of the 
first things the student should learn is the importance of his Form 1-94 
and of surrendering it at the time he leaves the United States. Every 
action that is taken in his case (extensions of stay granted; permission 
to transfer from one school to another; permission to accept part-time, 
or summer, employment; changes of status) is listed on the reverse of 
the form. 
The fact that a student comes here under Section 4(e) of the Immigra- 
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tion Act of 1924, does not necessarily mean that he has to retain that 
status. In fact, much embarrassment has been caused some students be¬ 
cause they were issued Section 4(e) visas and, upon arrival here, were 
found not entitled to the same, due to the fact that they were destined 
to institutions not approved for persons seeking their type of training. 
For example, there are the cases of the interns destined to hospitals. 
They could not retain Section 4(e) status to pursue their internships 
in such an institution, but were permitted to seek a change of status 
to Section 3(2) of the Immigration Act of 1924, under Wiich they could 
continue their training. 
It might be well at this point to digress a bit and mention the pro¬ 
cedure for a "change of status". Whan a person desires a change of status 
from one section to another, he must request such a change through the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service office nearest his place of resi¬ 
dence. This usually involves a question and answer statement and the 
presentation of documentary evidence warranting such a change. The 
entire file is then forwarded to the District Office of the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service, with recommendation, and from there to the 
Central Office, also with recommendation, where the decision is made 
and sent, through official channels, back to the original office. Then 
the person is notified of the decision rendered. 
The student is usually permitted to remain here for one year, or 
to within sixty days of the validity of his passport, subject to renewal. 
Under existing Immigration and Naturalization regulations, it is not pos¬ 
sible to grant extensions of stay beyond sixty days prior to the expira¬ 
tion of the passport. This point should be made clear to the student 
because so many times he forwards an application for extension of stay 
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only to find it returned for revalidation of passport. 
The schools, in many instances, and the students, erroneously 
think the “visa” is being extended. That is not the case. The visa is 
issued only to permit entrance into the United States, and if not 
utilized for that purpose within a certain period (usually four months) 
becomes invalid. When the student enters, his visa is "lifted" and be¬ 
comes a part of his immigration file. His passport shows a rubber 
stamped notation to the effect that a visa was issued on a definite 
date, at an American Consulate. At time of admission the Immigration 
Officer fixes the period of stay and issues the Form 1-9^ previously 
mentioned, which is incorrectly called the "visa". When further time in 
this country is required and requested, it is purely an extension of tem¬ 
porary stay. 
The extension is applied for by completing Form 1-535, Application 
to Extend Time of Temporary Stay of Nonquota Student, a copy of which 
is page 75 of this problem. It is then submitted to the Immigration 
Office, in person, with the valid passport and Form 1-94. When the ex¬ 
tension is allowed, the student is so advised with the return of his 
passport and Visitor's Permit, appropriately endorsed. He is usually 
furnished, also. Forms AH-11, which are cards used to report his present 
whereabouts to the Alien Registration Division of the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service. All temporary residents are required to report 
their presence every three months to the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, Washington, D.C. 
As is stated in the regulations, before a student may transfer 
from one school to another, he must have permission to do so from the 
jurisdictional Immigration and Naturalization Office. This is accomplished 
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by obtaining a letter of acceptance from the intended school, which 
must be one on the Attorney General's List of Approved Schools; and 
one of termination from the institution of his attendance. They must 
be forwarded to the Immigration Office with a request for transfer* 
This should be done at least one month before the desired change. 
When the permission is granted, the Visitor's Permit is again notated 
and returned with a letter of permission. 
The biggest bugaboo with foreign students and schools is the 
question of employment. 
Insofar as the Immigration Service is concerned, work for remunera¬ 
tion in any form is considered employment, for which permission must be 
sought and obtained. Many schools have felt that if a student had a 
fellowship, or assistantship, and taught, or did laboratory work, etc. 
for six or eight hours a week in return for tuition, board and room 
(in some cases, also receiving a stipend) this was not to be considered 
i 
employment. However, this reasoning is fallacious, because it is nec¬ 
essary for such a person to make application for permission to work. 
Such application may be made through a letter by the student setting 
forth the need for the work, his financial situation, and possibility 
of obtaining money from abroad with which to continue his education. 
This should be substantiated by a letter from the school and should 
be accompanied by his Form 1-94. 
Permission for part-time employment usually covers only the academic 
year. Further application must be made for permission to accept summer 
employment. Formerly, this was done in a similar manner as for part- 
time employment. In the spring of 1950, permission was granted by the 
Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization for foreign students 
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here under Section 4(e) to accept employment during the 1950 summer 
vacation period, provided the responsible official at the school cer¬ 
tified that the student needed employment. However, the school must 
inform the local Immigration and Naturalization Office of the permission 
granted, and include a certification showing that need is established. 
Permission to accept employment may not extend beyond the expiration 
date of the period of admission. Therefore, any student whose period 
of admission might expire prior to the commencement of the fall term 
should be advised to apply for an extension of his admission before 
the beginning of the summer vacation. 
In this matter, also, misunderstanding arises because many schools 
assume they may grant permission to accept part-time employment for the 
academic year which, to date, is not the case. The procedure outlined 
beforehand has to be followed in such an instance, 
/ 
The schools also feel they may grant permission to students to ac¬ 
cept summer employment in order to fill in the gap until sailing time, 
if they are returning abroad. This, too, is not included under the 
authority permitted. Under the regulations, a student may not be em¬ 
ployed during the summer unless there is financial need and he is 
returning to a school approved by the Attorney General, 
There is still another type of employment which is misunderstood, 
that of practical training. Vvhen a student has completed his studies 
in this country, he is supposed to return to his home. In some instances, 
however, both the school and the student feel that if he is given the 
opportunity to accept, in the United States, employment commensurate 
with the type of educational training he has received here, he will be 
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better equipped for the work he expects to do in his native land. 
Just working in an institution of any type is not permissible. If 
it can be established that such employment may be considered practical 
training, the student may make application therefor on that basis. He 
must have a letter from the school of his attendance stating that the 
work is recommended as practical training, and a letter from the place 
of intended employment stating his duties, contemplated period of 
training, and salaiy. Permission for the acceptance of such training 
may be granted only for a period of six months, subject to renewal. 
As may be noted, the Section 4(e) student is completely under the 
surveillance of the Immigration and Naturalization Service at all times. 
This supervision is frequently considered a nuisance by the student and 
by the schools. It is so considered by the schools because they must 
make reports concerning admission and termination of attendance, and 
. i 
must aid the student informationally and documentarily in his compliance 
with regulations. They also object to the control of the government 
over the student in relation to the number of courses scheduled and the 
acceptance by him of assistantships or fellowships. 
Basically, the Section 4(e) category is the best for the reason that 
the government seeks to advantage the student through guaranteeing, by 
adequate control, the education he has come to the United States to ob¬ 
tain. It establishes safeguards against possible exploitation of the 
student by the schools in that applications for permission to accept em¬ 
ployment must be made with the local immigration office where the need 
therefor and the type are examined. The study load is also scrutinized 
in order that the required course is carried, thus assuring graduation 
------—- 
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within the same period required for the non-working scholar. The 
student is required to maintain a passing average and is thereby 
protected against a waste of time and money in this country. 
This section offers an advantage to the student in that he can 
continue renewing extensions of stay with little difficulty, until he 
finishes his education. It is in the Section 4(e) category, too, that 
he may apply for, and receive, permission to accept remunerative employ¬ 
ment, if he can establish need. 
Section 3(2) Students — A Section 3(2) visa is issued to a person 
coming to the United States for a temporary period. There is no age 
limitation. However, there usually is a time limit of six months, 
subject to renewal by submission of application for extension on Horn 
1-539 (see page 76) which is a bit different from that used by the 
Section 4(e) student. 
/ 
The six months limitation does not apply to Section 3(2) visitors 
who are here as a result of the United States Information and education¬ 
al Aixchange Act of 1948. They may be permitted up to a year, subject 
to renewal, as indicated in a written agreement, commitment, guarantee, 
or similar paper made by the alien’s approved sponsor, or intended em¬ 
ployer, and presented at the port where application for permission is 
made. An entire new section was incorporated in Part 119> Title 8, 
Code of Federal Regulations, to cooperate with the Smith-Mundt Act. 
This section is numbered 119.8 and is quoted here: 
'’Section 119.8 Exchange visitors; special provisions. The 
case of any alien who presents a visitor's visa which by 
its own tc.rms shows issuance pursuant to Section 201 of the 
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United States Information and .educational Exchange Act 
of 19A8 shall be handled in accordance with all of the 
provisions of this part with the following exceptions: 
(a) No bond shall be required in connection with 
admission or extension of stay. 
(b) The period of admission shall be for vhatever 
period, not to exceed one year, is indicated 
in a written agreement, commitment, guarantee, 
or similar paper made by the alien's approved 
sponsor or intended employer and presented by 
the alien at the port vhere he applies for ad¬ 
mission. 
(c) An alien admitted under the provisions of Section 
201 of the United States Information and Educa- 
tional Exchange Act of 194S may accept remunera¬ 
tive employment in the United States consistent 
with the purposes of such act. 
(d) Any application for extension of stay shall be 
supported by satisfactory written evidence from 
the alien's approved sponsor or employer, showing 
the time and terms of the continuation of the 
status under which the alien was admitted. Any 
application for extension of stay or any other 
application submitted by the alien shall be 
referred by the receiving field office of the Immi¬ 
gration and Naturalization Service with a report 
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and recommendation to the Commissioner of Immi¬ 
gration and Naturalization for decision." 
A person not yet fifteen years of age, who desires to come here to 
study, could qualify for a visa under this section and could, therefore, 
take advantage of American educational facilities. This is usually 
done by those foreign students enrolled in the high and preparatory 
schools. "When such a student arrives at the age of fifteen, he may re¬ 
quest a change of status to Section 4(e), which may be granted if he 
establishes that he is, or will be, carrying a full course of studies 
in an approved school. 
This section is the one under which visas should be applied for 
in the cases of students who may be coming to schools for the deaf or 
blind, and other related types of schools. 
Of course, this does not mean that a student over fifteen years 
i 
of age enrolled in an approved school does not qualify for a visa under 
this section because such is not the case. Many eligible Section 4(e) 
students come here under Section 3(2) because they intend to acquire 
only one year of study. In many such cases, when a one year scholarship 
has been awarded, this section tjqDe visa is utilized. 
This type is often preferred because the only contact the students 
need have with the Immigration Office is in the application for an ex¬ 
tension of stay. They do not have to answer to the Immigration Service 
for their studies, nor the schools they attend. Therefore, they are 
allowed considerably more freedom than the 4(®) student. 
The disadvantage insofar as this section is concerned is that the 
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student may not work for remuneration unless he is here under the 
Stoith-Mundt Act, and then only if the employment is part of the auth¬ 
orized program* Also, if he wishes to stay longer than one year, he 
may be required to post a &500 departure bond, that is with the ex¬ 
ception of the Smith-Mundt Act alien. 
If a student is here under a Section 4(e) visa, and wishes to stay 
under the Smith-Mundt Act, he may seek a change of status to Section 
3(2). He must present a letter from the school, which includes its 
program number, setting forth his qualifications for eligibility under 
that act. £iach school which is accepted as a participant under this 
act is so notified by the Department of State and given a program number 
with a list of instructions (see pages 77 through SO). 
Some schools seek to have students classified as temporary visitors 
under the Snith-Mundt Act simply to obtain assistant instructors at 
1 
minimum expense, and to be liberated from the Immigration restrictions 
placed on Section 4(e) students. As a Section 4(e) student, the individ¬ 
ual may accept part-time employment in the form of an assistantship 
only in a limited amount, and must carry a full course of studies. Under 
the Smith-Mundt Act, the school may have him primarily as an assistant 
and secondarily, or not at all, as a scholar. Some students have stated 
the encouragement on the part of the school to request a change of status 
in order that they might teach more hours per week. In the case of the 
student who already possesses a master’s degree, or its equivalent, 
and desires solely to do research work in a school here, such a change 
may be advantageous since he, himself, does not desire to take formal 
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courses but only to avail himself of the library facilities, etc. In 
the case of a student who is studying for a bachelor's degree it is 
of benefit only to the school since the student will, of necessity, 
require a longer time in which to obtain his degree because he will 
teach more and have fewer courses. He is not permitted to seek summer 
employment unless the institution has a summer program. 
Section 3(1) Students — This category embraces the official stu¬ 
dent and involves a type of visa issued to government officials, or to 
government-sponsored students who are sent here for certain specialized 
studies which will be of use to the foreign government following re¬ 
turn there. The person entering under Section 3(1) usually has to sign 
a contract to the effect that he will remain in the service of his home 
government for a specified length of time, and vdll not marry a "for¬ 
eigner”. In return for this, his educational and living expenses are 
/ 
paid in their entirety. 
While this type of student might have been issued a Section k(e) 
visa, the Consul many times issues the Section 3(1) as a friendly 
gesture. 
Determination is made, at time of entry, as to whether or not the 
applicant for admission has the status claimed. Thereafter there is 
no control by the immigration authorities, so long as the status is 
maintained, because of quasi-diplomatic standing. The only control is 
seated in the embassy in the United States of the nation to which the 
student owes allegiance. 
As long as there is maintenance of status on the part of students 
in their chosen categories, or in a status to which they may have changed. 
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there is no difficulty on that score. But there is a large number of 
students who, after being here a few years, do not desire to return to 
their countries. They attempt to continue to remain here indefinitely, 
using education solely as a ruse. Then eventually, when they can no 
longer do this, they attempt to apply for preexamination, which is a 
procedure through which they may effect entry for permanent residence 
by being issued an immigration visa at an American Consulate in Canada 
or Mexico. There are quite a number, too, who seek United otates 
citizen wives, believing that marriage to American citizens may better 
the possibility of their living here indefinitely. 
There are also some students whose main intent is to get here and 
attempt to remain. They may come as Section 3(2) visitors and then 
request a change of status to 4(e) as they become enrolled in a full 
course of study at an approved institution. They then go on from one 
i 
school to another seeking various degrees, and, at long last, manage 
to get around to applying for adjustment of status to that of per¬ 
manent residence. 
Because the students in this last-mentioned group attempt to re¬ 
main here, and many times succeed, some of the work in building a 
foundation for the spreading of democratic ideals abroad becomes 
futile due to the fact that the prospective propagators do not return 
to the land of their birth or citizenship. 
CHAPTER VI 
conflicts and possible solutions 
/ 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONFLICTS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
This chapter is to be devoted primarily to some of the conflicts 
arising as a result of differences between regulations of the depart¬ 
ment of State and those of the Department of Justice, and the confusion 
created by lack of understanding of the regulations by the schools and 
the students, as observed by the writer. 
Conflicts between the Department of State and Immigration and 
Naturalization Regulations — First we approach the apparent discrepan¬ 
cies in the regulations promulgated by the Department of Ltate and the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service. Section 42.228(c) of the De¬ 
partment of State’s regulations advises that a student may come to the 
United States to study ihglish only if he so desires. The Immigration 
and Naturalization regulations, on the other hand, state very decisively, 
in Section 125*3 that the student must have sufficient knowledge of the 
English language to enable him to pursue a full course of study. 
There is an added discrepancy, since the Department of State regu¬ 
lations, as cited, appear to be in conflict with Section 125.16 of the 
Immigration regulations, in that the latter state that the courses 
pursued, if of the secondary school level, must be of a type to prepare 
the alien student for acceptance in a recognized and accredited college, 
university, or seminary. If studies are on the collegiate or graduate 
level, credit courses must be taken, which, by inference, must be ap¬ 
plicable towards a degree, because oection 125*16 requires that the 
schools of higher education must grant degrees, or that credits given 
by them must be recognized by accredited schools granting degrees. 
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It can easily be seen, then, the confusion that may be created 
as a result of these divergencies. 
The foreign student, in compliance vdth Department of State regu¬ 
lations, may apply for a Section 4(e) visa to study English here. 
The school may issue him a letter of acceptance based on these same 
regulations. But when he reaches the port of entiy, the Primary In¬ 
spector of the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service 
finds him inadmissible since he cannot speak English. The result is 
embarrassment on the part of the school, and consternation on that of 
the student. The latter agency has not been known actually to refuse 
admission to such a .student, although it is legally able to do so. 
It has, on the contrary, tried to avoid these situations by attempting 
to instill in the schools the spirit of its regulations in order that 
non-Lnglish speaking students would not be issued letters of admission. 
/ 
This lessens, practically to a point of nonexistence, the acceptance 
by schools and colleges of this type of scholar. 
The Department of State regulations also state that a student may 
be admitted as such if he otherwise qualifies, except for the fact that 
his intended school has not been approved; as the visa may be issued 
if a determination is made that such school can be approved. According 
to the Immigration regulations, a student may not proceed to an insti- 
tution of learning not on the Attorney General's Approved List. In 
order for such approval to be administered, it is necessary for the 
school to submit an application therefor, such as that on page &1. 
The local Immigration Office must then conduct an investigation to deter¬ 
mine the eligibility of such institution to be approved for the acceptance 
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of Section 4(e) students. Here again there appears to be a discrepancy 
between the Department of State regulations and Immigration regulations. 
The former agency appears more concerned with admission and the latter 
agency with restriction. 
It would appear that if the Department of State and the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service regulations were more consistent one with the 
other in this respect there would be a more definite understanding of who 
could and could not be issued a Section 4(e), or student's visa. The 
institution of learning would then know, at the beginning, the restrictions 
imposed on the class of students acceptable. 
Conflicts between the schools and Immigration and Naturalization Ser¬ 
vice — The Immigration regulations provide that a student with a section 
4(e) visa, who plans to work part-time to aid in subsistence, should ob¬ 
tain permission to work at time of entry. In nearly all instances, the 
Primary Inspector at the port of entry does not make a determination, but 
suggests that application be made through the District Director having 
jurisdiction over the area of intended residence. "While this is a more 
efficient procedure from the Immigration viewpoint, as the jurisdictional 
District Director's office would be more cognizant of existing conditions, 
it is sometimes a source of inconvenience to the schools which, many times, 
have already advised the prospective student as to the necessity for ap¬ 
plication at the port of arrival for permission to accept employment. 
The institutions assume that permission has beai granted, and the student 
is then employed. Later it is discovered that such permission has not 
been granted. This becomes annoying not only to the school but also to 
the student who is held responsible. 
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The only solution which would appear to clarify such a situation 
would be one of consistency* If the Immigration Service requires that 
application for part-time employment be made at time of application for 
admission, then it should rest with the Primary Inspector to determine 
eligibility for such work, and to arrange for the granting or denial 
of such pemission. 
On the other hand, in order to protect the interest of the student, 
the school should carefully check each case before granting teaching 
assistantships, laboratory fellowships, etc. on the assumption that the 
student has been allowed to work. The only effort involved would be 
that of checking the Form 1-94 which should be endorsed to show that 
permission to work has been granted. 
The Immigration regulations require that students carry a full 
course of study, even though working part-time. Here they attempt to 
i 
protect the student against possible exploitation on the part of the 
school, which might prolong the course of study in order to retain the 
services of a foreign language instructor at minimum cost; and, to 
insure the attainment of the degree, for which the student came here, 
in the same length of time as that required of American students. 
Because of the difficulties between the government and the schools, 
which arose as a result of this ruling, some institutions of learning, 
rather than be hampered, offered no more assistantships to foreigi stu¬ 
dents. Another idea bom of this friction was the "certificate" issued 
to graduate students. Under this plan, the foreign student could study 
here one year with an assistantship, and the school appeared to have cir¬ 
cumvented the regulations by awarding a "certificate in American Studies". 
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If the person decided to continue, the credits earned could be applied 
toward a degree. 
A solution to this problem has already been presented, in that the 
Immigration regulations now state in Section 125.3(c) that a graduate 
student should be regarded as maintaining his status, insofar as his 
scholastic work is concerned, if the proper school official certifies 
that the student is carrying at least the minimum credit load required 
of graduate students to remain in good standing. The undergraduate is 
still required to carry a minimum of twelve semester hours. 
The schools have now been authorized to grant permission to needy 
students to accept summer employment, with report thereon to the local 
Immigration Office. Here, too, conflict arises because some institutions 
have construed the authority to cover employment for the academic year 
also. To date, that is not the intent of the regulations and it means 
i 
that after the student feels he has permission to accept employment 
for the coming academic year, he finds he does not have it and must make 
application as formerly; that is, by writing to the local Immigration 
Office and stating his needs and financial status fully. Oven this pro¬ 
cedure has been simplified, since in the beginning, in many instances, 
a student had to make personal appearance at the Immigration Office and 
have a lengthy interview in connection with an application for employ¬ 
ment. 
In order for the student to remain free from confusion in this 
situation, it might be well for the institutions of learning to become 
apprised of the limitation of this authorization for the granting of 
employment. Of course, on the other hand, the government could permit 
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the schools to grant employment during the academic year, with res¬ 
trictions, in order to prevent possible exploitation. 
The schools are requested to report the enrollment, standing, and 
termination of foreign students. There is a two-fold purpose involved 
here since, on the one hand, this is the surest way of determining the 
number of students in an area. The port of entry is supposed to forward 
to the Immigration Office having jurisdiction, the Form 1-94 covering a 
foreign student destined to that area; but this does not always occur 
due to various reasons. Then, too, in many instances students transfer 
from one jurisdiction to another, and it may take a little time before 
the Form 1-94 reaches the new Immigration Office. The other purpose is 
to determine if students are maintaining passing grades, in order to war¬ 
rant the continuation of their studies. This protects the interests of the 
students because the school could carry them on for some time knowing no 
degree would issue. There may be cited, for example, the case of a 
graduate student who had been in attendance at a college for two years 
studying for his master's degree. There had been no mention of unsatis¬ 
factory grades nor had there been any report on the part of the school 
thereon. However, it became necessary for the person to seek an extension 
of stay and since his formal courses had been completed and he was con¬ 
centrating on his thesis solely, the Immigration Office requested a let¬ 
ter from the school regarding his standing. The answer stated that the 
student would not receive a master's degree. The Immigration Office then 
informed the student accordingly and gave him sufficient time to depart. 
This situation was an unpleasant one for the student. It embittered him 
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insofar as the United States and its educational system were concerned. 
Some schools object strenuously concerning the necessity of making 
reports to the Immigration Service, and misconstrue the government's 
attitude. They feel that here again the government is trying to regiment 
them. They misunderstand the fact that these reports are for the pro¬ 
tection of the student and the school, in that the latter is spared the 
unpleasantness of terminating a student's studies due to scholastic 
inaptitude. 
Conflicts of the Students in relation to the Government and the 
Institutions of Learning — Now comes the crux of the whole situation - 
the foreign students themselves. These students come here as a result 
of many reasons: some sincerely and wholeheartedly, to obtain an 
American education; some to avoid military service; some were sent by 
their parents to escape war threats; and still others used the student 
i 
status solely as a means of getting here. Of these students a number 
accept their studies seriously and return to their countries after ob¬ 
taining the education for which they came. Others find ways and means 
of remaining here permanently. 
With many of the students, regardless of the category, there are 
constant problems and dilemmas. Sometimes these problems and dilemmas 
are the fault of the community. Others are attributable to the government 
and school rules and regulations. Ctill others are caused by tne students 
themselves. 
As a result of research, it was determined that right at the outset, 
many students found a lack of warmth and receptiveness in the cornmunity. 
They seemed to feel they were set apart and considered different. On 
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the other hand, there are communities trying very hard to envelop 
the student with their activities in attempts to help him to feel as 
if he were a part thereof. One is as bad as tne other. The student 
does not want to feel as if he is an oe.dity. He wants to live as 
Americans do, not as they want to make him think they do. He wants 
to become part of the kitchen group and not just the pink tea set. 
Many of them would like to be able to go back and help with the dishes 
and not be treated as special guests. They want to be able to do the 
things that we and our children do. 
Some communities have organized associations, such as church 
groups and clubs, wherein part of the schedule is to plan programs for 
the foreign students. This is all done in an excellent spirit, but it 
does not serve the purpose as well as a week, or even a weekend, in an 
American home; during which the foreign student lives as a member of the 
i 
family, doing family chores, enjoying family recreation. Only thus can 
he really absorb American folkways and mores, and be made to feel at home. 
The students, in the majority of cases, come here and go directly 
to the institutions of learning wherein they are enrolled. The under¬ 
graduates can adapt themselves fairly easily to our type of educational 
system. However, the students who have come from the universities find 
the unhappy experience of being thrust into what they consider regimented 
education. In the foreign universities, they are permitted to attend 
classes or not, as they will, just so long as they pass the examinations. 
They do most of their own course selection, with little guidance. Here 
they must determine a field in which they will major. Then they are told 
they must take a certain type and number of courses, with some electives. 
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Imagine the difficulty in having to orient oneself not only to a 
strange land but also to a confining college life. Many students 
immediately dislike everything about being here, and carry that feel¬ 
ing for many months. Oftentimes, tney retain this feeling until they 
return to their homes, where they impart an entirely erroneous concept 
of American education and life. 
Of course, some of this lack of ability to become absorbed in the 
community and school lifestream is due to the foreign students them¬ 
selves. dome of them feel more mature than our students of like age, 
and want to remain apart. Others feel we are so different that they 
prefer to mingle in their own group. Still others, because of lack of 
grasp of the English language, prefer remaining alone. 
All the schools agree that the foreign student brings with him a 
culture which is of value to the American student and yet, so many times, 
i 
is not accessible since both groups remain apart. 
The writer does not mean to imply that no culture is being inter¬ 
changed and that all foreign students are unhappy. Such is not the case. 
Many of our American people have learned much of which they had little, 
or no, knowledge, from these unofficial ambassadors; and there have been 
many foreign students who have returned to their homes with much praise 
for America. However, the percentage of those students who do not come 
under this heading is too great. These are the ones with whom we are 
concerned. These are the students who should be drawn into our way of 
life, painlessly and unobviously. 
It would seem that a solution to this situation would be to have the 
students arrive here sometime during the summer, perhaps in July; and to 
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place them in American homes until the beginning of the academic year. 
They need not necessarily be kept in the same homes for the full period 
but might be kept for perhaps a week or two in one and then in another. 
In that way they would be able to acclimate themselves better to college 
life and its routine, and would make some friends with whom they could 
visit or correspond. This would create a transition period which would 
ease them into our educational system. 
Cf course, insofar as the school curriculum is concerned, little 
can be done there, because it would involve the necessity of changing 
the entire system. Here it is up to the foreign student to realize that 
he is in an entirely different type of school, and to adapt himself to 
it. 
A number of foreign students have said that, in a way, the selection 
of courses for them was a good thing, because they had lost as much as a 
i 
whole year’s study in their own countries due to incorrect choice of sub¬ 
jects. However, it would appear that education would be made much 
simpler, not only for the foreign students but also for our own, if we 
could adopt the European university method to tne extent of making it 
possible for a student to transfer from one school to the other without 
the loss of course credits. As is now the case, one cannot go from one 
college to another without the loss of some credits. This usually nec¬ 
essitates the prolongation of studies for a degree. 
Another problem confronting many students is that created through 
their lack of ability to speak English well enough to do justice to 
their courses. Some schools have English orientation programs which 
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are of decided benefit to the students. The majority of them, however, 
do not have such a program. Again, as a result of research, it has 
been determined that the students contacted are unanimous in stating 
that English orientation courses would be of great benefit, and that 
their studies would be simplified if they had a greater grasp of the 
English language. 
Since the Immigration regulations state that a student must be 
working toward a degree, and cannot come here solely to learn English, 
a strictly English-teaching course is prohibited. There could, of 
course, be a greater number of tnglish-orientation summer sessions, 
which the foreign students could attend during the summer months. The 
schools could also arrange some intensive English speaking courses, 
for which some credit might be given toward a degree. This would enable 
the foreign student to acquire greater knowledge of English, and it would 
alleviate his study burden. 
A most unhappy situation has been created in a number of cases be¬ 
cause of lack of proper evaluation of credits prior to arrival here. 
There was the instance of the foreign student who had graduated from the 
university and vras educated sufficiently in his country to become a 
physician. He wonted to take a post-graduate course in America, special¬ 
izing in one type of medicine. His credits were supposedly evaluated 
and he came here believing he would become a graduate medical student. 
On arrival, he attended an English orientation session, and then pro¬ 
ceeded to attempt enrollment at a medical school. Inch to his chagrin 
he was considered for the Freshman Glass. He finally was advised by a 
university that he might be accepted for the post-graduate medical course 
there, but that he would have to be enrolled as a special student until 
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his study load could be determined, based on his prior credits. This 
situation went on for approximately six months. He found himself 
stucfying futilely because the school authorities did not seem to con¬ 
sider classifying him. Finally, in disgust, he gave up and returned 
to his home, not, it would appear, v/ith a very ni$i opinion of America. 
Many similar cases could be quoted. Some of the students, not wanting 
to return for fear of ridicule, have elected to remain in the lower 
classification. 
This situation, it would seem, could be avoided by establishment of 
an effective central bureau or office to which credits could be sent and 
evaluated. This would enable the student to know definitely how he would 
be classified. Then, if the classification were not to his liking, he 
could remain at home and not waste his time and money here. The establish¬ 
ment of such an agency would also eliminate any possible ill-will toward 
i 
the United States on this particular score. 
Then, of course, we revert back to the problems created because of 
lack of knowledge of the Immigration Regulations. 
As was formerly stated, the institutions of learning are the most 
important inseminators of American ideals. Here the foreign student spends 
the major part of his time. It should be here where he is directed as to 
the pattern he should follow. Of 1000 professional schools above the high 
14 
school level approved by the Attorney general for the acceptance of 
Section 4(e) students, 400 have foreign student advisers. Many of these 
(14) The Committee on Friendly Relations Among Foreign Students, 
The Unofficial Ambassadors, The Committee on Friendly Relations Among 
Foreign Students, New York, 1949» p. 9. 
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are not fully acquainted with the Immigration regulations. The re¬ 
maining number, in many instances, lack any foreign student counsel¬ 
lor with an appreciable knowledge of the regulations. Therefore, how 
can the students be expected to abide by regulations of which they have 
little, or no, knowledge? The solution which would help a great deal 
would be to have some member of the faculty (if there is no foreign student 
adviser) usually the registrar or the dean, become fully cognizant of the 
Immigration and Naturalization Regulations and guide the students in 
compliance with them. Some universities go so far as to print pamphlets 
quoting the Immigration and Naturalization Service regulations, which they 
distribute to the foreign students. This serves the purpose, but it in¬ 
volves considerable expense to the school and some students cannot under¬ 
stand the regulations as set forth in these pamphlets. They go to friends 
for an explanation, which is not always accurate. It would be better if 
i 
there were a central point from which the student could obtain authentic 
knowledge and guidance. 
To be sure, the regulations are usually in the process of change, but 
there would be less ci-ance of error if all information emanated from one point. 
Many students report as a problem the difficulties encountered in 
reentry into the United States from abroad. They feel the "red tape" 
should be lessened. 
The Immigration regulations state that an alien student may visit 
foreign contiguous territory in the western Hemisphere, if he is returning 
to the United States within four months, under Section 4(e), without ob¬ 
taining a new visa. However, if he visits a country other than one in 
the Western Hemisphere, he must obtain a new Section 4(e) visa. The stu- 
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dent feels he should be able to reenter the United states as easily 
from Europe as he can from Canada, Since the regulations also read 
that a steamship company bringing in an alien who is not in possession 
of a visa is liable to a fine of not less than £300, it can be seen 
that the steamship companies are an added factor in the matter. There¬ 
fore the student must possess a visa. A solution here would seem to 
present itself in the fact that the government might issue a "Reentry 
Permit for Students11. The reentry permit now in existence is issuable 
only to aliens who have permanent residence status in this country. 
Since the student is here temporarily, he cannot qualify. Nevertheless, 
in order to facilitate reentry after a summer sojourn, it would appear 
that a type of reentry permit for students could be evolved which would 
be applied for, and received, prior to departure. Issuance of this per¬ 
mit would be based on the student* s valid Form 1-94 and passport, and a 
i 
letter from the school assuring re-enrollment. This procedure would ease 
reentry into the United States. The necessity, however, of obtaining a 
visa for admission into the proposed foreign country, if other than that 
of which the student is a national or citizen, and of acquiring a sailing 
clearance from the Bureau of Internal Revenue, which is a certification 
of compliance with the Income Tax Lavvs, still remain. 
Another objection stated by the students is the necessity for re¬ 
porting their whereabouts on Form Ait-11 (as shown on page £2 ) every 
three months, to the Immigration and Naturalization Service, Alien Regis¬ 
tration Division, Washington, D.G, This is required of all temporary 
residents. They contend that their address will be that of the school, 
for the academic year at least, and that therefore a notification in the 
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beginning should suffice until a change occurs. This appears to be good 
reasoning, and it would seem that a logical solution would be to have 
the foreign students forward the form AR-11 solely to notify of change 
of address, as is dene in the case of aliens residing here permanently. 
Again we consider the problem which is of such great importance to 
so many students - that of employment. They, themselves, cannot dis¬ 
criminate between what is considered employment and what is not. The 
fact is, the greater percentage of students is comprised of graduate 
students, and the majority of these come here as a result of scholarships, 
assistantships, or fellowships. When they arrive at the college of in¬ 
tended attendance, they begin their studies and engage in whatever activity 
has been stipulated by the school as the basis for the assistantship or 
fellowship, when they make application for extension of stay, they state, 
on the Form 1-535, the fact that they are teaching, doing laboratory work, 
i 
etc., in return for tuition, board and room, ana, in some cases, a stipend. 
On further investigation, it is sometimes determined that permission has 
neither been applied for nor received. The student then finds himself 
involved in an unpleasant situation, not of his own making. 
The schools could eliminate such a situation by becoming thorough¬ 
ly acquainted with the government's requirements in such cases, and by 
transmitting the information to the students. Many schools feel that 
they are better judges of which students are in need of employment than 
the government. This is agreed. However, exploitation on the part of 
the schools is minimized by the regulation requiring a full study load. 
This does not permit an exaggerated number of hours of employment. The 
student is also being considered, in that the regulation protects him 
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from having to postpone for too great a period the obtainment of his 
degree. The students, themselves, are quick to admit that part-time 
employment of any type, though so necessary in many cases, beyond a 
doubt creates an obstacle to their studies. Since a great number of 
these students would find it impossible to remain here without employ¬ 
ment of some kind, and since one could net expect the schools to provide 
scholarships entirely, the only conclusion that may be drawn is that they 
be permitted tc do the part-time employment under the direction of the 
schools. A report to the Immigration Service could be made by the in¬ 
stitutions in which could be included the number of hours devoted to 
remunerative employment and the number devoted to classwork. 
It is important that in all cases of requests or applications made 
by the foreign students, if the results are not as anticipated, they be 
advised that such decisions are not a result of discrimination, but 
i 
simply acquiescence with the regulations. Too many students feel they 
are being discriminated against, and that the Customs and Immigration Of¬ 
ficials are unkind, unly through education can such misconceptions be 
removed, and such knowledge can be imparted only by one well versed. 
This again establishes the need for an office in each institution from 
which may flow correct information. 
One may ask why all this consideration should be granted a foreign 
student when our own students find it much more difficult, if not impossi¬ 
ble, to obtain scholarships, assistant ships, or fellowships parallel to 
those offered foreign students, when you consider that some of these 
people never return to their countries and acquire a free education 
with which to obtain a position here, lessening the opportunities for 
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our own citizens, the answer to the question becomes difficult ana 
perhaps inclined toward prejudice. But when you consider the utopian 
goal, that of spreading democratic ideals and making the world america- 
conscious, it becomes a snail price to pay, if the end is achieved. 
The program is yet, comparatively speaking, in its infancy. It 
is still too soon really to know whether it is effective. There are 
many diversified opinions on the score, which time and experience 
alone can make uniform. Until then, it would behoove us all (educators, 
politicians, law-makers, government employees, and community residents) 
to attempt to instill in the reputed embassadors of good will the best 
that is /unerica; not letting those who return do so with ill-will, yet, 
not catering to them to the extent that they may say, as some have already 
said: "The United States is a nation of children", 
i 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In Chapter VI, there have been made a number of recommenda¬ 
tions as to possible solutions to the mentioned problems. However, 
it is not professed that only these vri.ll pave the way to a better 
relationship and mutual understanding. There will always be at 
least a minor discord, because it cannot be otherwise with such a 
vast number of people participating in the foreign student program. 
There are too many ideas, creeds and nations involved to enable 
a complete harmony of thought, even though such is the hoped-for 
goal. 
If misunderstanding can be kept to an absolute minimum, then 
there is an accomplishment of purpose, oven this, however, can be 
obtained only through each sincerely attempting to understand and 
aid the other, 
i 
Many schools feel, and perhaps rightly so, that they are not their 
brothers' keepers, and do not have the personnel, nor time, to devote 
to humoring a number of foreign students. Unquestionably there is 
much more paper work involved in connection with those students be¬ 
cause of the requirements set down by the Immigration Service alone, 
not considering those required by other agencies. 
Many schools state that the foreign students are definitely a 
cultural asset because they bring a better understanding of the 
people in the countries they represent. This results in a broaden¬ 
ing of intellectual horizons. The foreign students give the American 
communities in which they reside a new concept of the various peoples 
and their habits, and stimulate interest in other countries and 
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customs. This is the basis for student exchange, the interchange 
of ideas and cultures, in an attempt to make the world more unified 
and more tolerant. 
Tiie question in mind is whether all this can be attained solely 
through campus life. It does not seem conceivaole that all this 
great undertaking of spreading our ideals abroad can be dene entirely 
as a result of a few years spent on an American campus. It is granted 
that the roots may begin here, but the remainder of the structure 
must needs be derived elsewhere. The campus is not, as a rule, truly 
representative of American life. Here are groupings of persons with 
one aim: to learn as much as possible in a given span of time, so 
that they may best be fitted to live their lives. That life, it would 
seem, is what the student should know' more about. He hears many ver¬ 
sions of many things from his American associates; but only by actually 
/ 
doing can he separate the chaff from the wheat. Only in this way can 
he become aware of some of that which makes America great. 
The education he receives should be supplemented by mingling 
among American people and working with them, at least for a short period 
of time. Practical training is an excellent solution for the accomplish' 
ment of this purpose. However, this, as has been mentioned before, 
can only be permitted on the recommendation and direction of tne insti¬ 
tution of learning. It would be a good idea if those students who 
desired to, might be given the opportunity of taking such employment 
for a period up to one year, at least. Many students work during the 
summer vacation period. This work period gives them a good perspective 
of American life and a more rounded knowledge thereof. 
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Another method of learning a little of American life is that 
such as sponsored by the Lisle Fellowship of New York. This is an 
excellent procedure for orientation. It was started in 1936 through 
the formation of small groups of people of varied nationalities in 
summer camps. Lach camp operates on a cooperative basis. It is 
conducted by mature adult leaders, assisted by a visitin; faculty, 
and provides inclusive experience of living in many different environ¬ 
ments, including mining communities, industrial areas, farming com¬ 
munities, and urban minority groups.^ 
Students may apply for fellowships to attend one of the Lisle 
camps. If they are financially able to do so, they pay a fee of ftlOO. 
Otherwise there are fellowships offered to cover the expenses they 
are unable to meet. 
The period is usually divided into three sessions. The first 
is devoted to orientation; the next, to work in surrounding com¬ 
munities for a specified length of time; and the last to an evaluation 
of student experiences at camp. This method of creating unification 
is especially good, because not only do these students learn something 
of America, but they, themselves, are representatives of divers peoples. 
Here, therefore, there is created the added ideal of each nation un¬ 
derstanding the other. 
Needless to say, there is a class of students, usually undergraduates, 
who come from wealthy families, and are accustomed to servants and much 
attention. Here they have an extremely difficult time in orienting them- 
(15) The Lisle Fellowship, Inc. education for Living in one World 
The nisie Fellowship, Inc., New York, 1949. 
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selves, and in many cases never do. They generally have no desire 
to become workers, nor to know any more about America than they 
learn from the schools. They are, usually, only too eager to return 
to their homes. However, they have unconsciously, if not consciously, 
acquired some of our folkways, and often unknowingly become 
propagators thereof. 
Some students have said they have learned much about .^merica 
and have grown to love it, even though they know they must return 
home because their countries need them. They feel they cannot spread 
our ways of learning because the facilities are not available in 
their lands. Here, however, is an excellent stimulus for introducing 
our ideals to those countries. The very frustration of these would-be 
educators, with their lack of facilities for imparting knowledge, 
can impel them to attempt establishment of our methods and use of our 
i 
materials in their native lands. This would create a beginning, at 
least, of our way of life. 
Even those students who never return to their homes can spread 
democratic propaganda through their correspondence with the people 
back home. Their decision to remain here must have been occasioned, 
to some extent at least, by the fact that they were happier in this 
country. Therefore, very often, letters convey the American standards. 
Knowledge of the existence of the foreign students is confined,to 
a great degree, to the institutions of learning, government agencies, 
associations ana groups directly connected with them. Pernaps if the 
public could be made a little more aware of the program and its de¬ 
sired effects, there might be a greater spirit of cooperation on the 
part of the community. The student might then be more readily ab- 
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sorbed into our lifestream. 
If our main concern is to bring in these foreign students and 
inoculate them with the best that is America in order that they 
may, in turn, educate their people accordingly; if we feel that 
these representatives of their respective countries reflect the 
stratum that will one day teach and rule the people; and if it is 
essential to us that they be treated well and guided intelligently, 
then surely there is a tremendous need for us to revise regulations, to 
simplify procedures, and to rely upon the discretion of the schools and 
communities to see that the foreign student problems may be reduced. 
However, here there is danger of defeating our end, because distrust 
usually arises when so much is given in return for no expenditure of 
effort. It would, therefore, befit us to arrange our procedures so 
that foreign students may derive the utmost we can offer, and yet be 
i 
required to utilize some of their own energies in connection therewith. 
There must be some regulations for them to abide by; but if such regu¬ 
lations are made consistent, at least, a cause for concern may be 
eradicated. There must still be protection against possible unscrupu¬ 
lousness on the part of some institutions. Therefore, in this respect 
there remains a need for surveillance. There could be a little more 
leniency shown, and schools such as those training secretaries and 
nurses could be approved by the attorney General for foreign students 
by removal of the necessity that courses must be applicable toward a 
degree. 
As may be seen by the chart on page 83, every state has some foreign 
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students, some less and some more, but they are all represented. In 
many instances, the students go from one school to another and from 
one state to another, thus exchanging many ideas here among themselves, 
and instilling in each other the qualities peculiar to the parts which 
make the whole of this nation. 
whether or not our purpose will be accomplished remains to be 
seen. There can be no doubt that a number of the foreign students 
have returned to their homelands disillusioned and often bitter in 
% 
their sentiments toward America. This is to be expected in such a 
comprehensive program. However, the question is whether those vho 
have felt well disposed toward us are accomplishing the end we seek 
to the point of warranting the American dollars involved. There is 
yet no way of knowing definitely, but it is surely a good sign wnen 
sc many students here say they have found the democratic way of life 
i 
an enjoyable one. They, of a certainty, will instill in their asso¬ 
ciates, to some degree, the pleasantness of ^merica. In this type 
of student we must place our hopes. 
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(LETTER TO FOREIGN STUDliNT ADVISERS) 
12 west Silver Street 
Westfield, Massachusetts 
Dear 
l am a graduate student at the University of Massachusetts 
and am in the process of writing a problem which is entitled 
"The Foreign Student in -American education". 
1 have had occasion to be in contact with foreign stuuents and 
have found many to be at a loss as to what was required of them 
by the school ana by the immigration authorities; also, with 
foreign stuuent advisers who could not comprehend the government's 
attitude in relation to their foreign student program. For these 
reasons I felt that a writing concerning the foreign student in re¬ 
lation to the government and the schools might be enlightening and 
helpful. 
As is usua iiy the case, a questionnaire is necessary for the personal 
viewpoint. I therefore have drawn up two types, one to be used by 
the foreign student advisor end the other by the student, both of 
which are enclosed herewith. I wm-uld be grateful if you would con-i 
plete the appropriate questionnaire, adding also any comment you 
feel would be pertinent and broadening in vision; if you would 
distribute the others to at least tv/elve stuaents who are in this 
country under the provisions of Section 1(e) of the Immigration 
act of 1924; and if you would collect and return to me the com¬ 
pleted papers in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
Tour courtesy in cooperating with me in this project as soon rs 
possible will be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely yours. 
(Mrs.) -tfigela Holmes 
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( .J^5TIu\;N^Ll£ TO BL CoKPLJTmD BY THL ^DVISmu ) 
1. How many foreign students do you now have enrolled at your school? 
2* How many of these students were admitted under oection 4(e)?_ 
How many as temporary visitors, under oection 3(2) of the Immigration 
Act of 192/,?___ 
3. How are your original contacts made with foreign students prior to 
enrollment? 
4. How is the admissibility of the foreign student to your school determined? 
5. How qo you arrive at an evaluation of credits of the foreign student? 
6. How is a determination made as to the class in which the foreign student 
will be plac d?_ 
7. Does your school offer a special English orientation course to the foreign 
student?_Do you find it successful?_ 
8. Are the foreign students of the same average mental or educational level 
as American students? _ 
9. hhat is the percentage of course failures in this group?_ 
To wh:-t are the failures attributable? Lack of background courses (""") 
Lack of knowledge of the Lnglish language ( ) Inability to adapt 
himself to the American educational system ( ). percentage of average 
scholars?_ Above average?_ 
10. How many scholarships or assistantships do you offer foreign students? 
_Are they required to do work at the school in return there¬ 
for?_If so, what type? __ 
11. V*hat is the percentage of scholarships or assistantships offered to 
foreign students as compared with those offered American students? 
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12. Please list, in the order of their popularity, at least three 
fields of study most popular with foreign students?_ 
13. How well prepared is the foreign student for his chosen field? 
14. on an average, how many background courses are needed? 
15. Mi at degree do the majority of foreign students seek? oacnelor of 
arts ( ), Bachelor of science ( ), Master ( ), rh.D. ( ), others_ 
16. What is the average length of time the foreign student remains in 
residence at your institution?_ 
17. How does the foreign student adjust himself to American university 
life? Does he stay within his racial group ( )? Does he become 
a part of the student body? ( )_ 
18. ‘What does your community do in order to make the foreign student 
feel at home in this country?_ 
19. Does he participate in community activities? 
20. What percentage of these students returned to the country of their 
citizenship at the end of the past academic year?_What per¬ 
centage went on to higher education?_ 
21. Do Immigration Regulations pertaining to foreign students and ap¬ 
proved schools in any way conflict with your educational ideologies? 
_ I lease explain?_■ 
22. Do you find the foreign student a cultural or educational asset to 
your school?_Please explain_ 
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To Tilt. dTUDiflTT: This questionnaire is intended to become part of a study 
to try to discover the areas of conflict experienced by you in this country* 
If you answer the questions to the best of your ability, you vail help in 
an attempt to resolve some of the problems which face the foreign student 
in the United states, thereby making it easier for you, if you intend to 
continue here, and those who follow. THANK YOU! 
1. Name the country of your citizenship?_ 
2. How did you happen tc select the school in which you are enrolled? 
3. <<hat was your educational background abroad? 
4. Did you lose any credits by transferring to an educational institution 
in the United States?_Explain._ 
5. Were your credits evaluated prior to your coming to this country?_ 
If not, would you have found your educational plan in this country 
easier to master if your credits had been evaluated abroad?_ 
Explain _ 
6. What are the difficulties, if any, you have encountered in over¬ 
coming the difference between the American educational system and that 
in which you studied abroad?_ 
7. To what degree do you aspire?_ 
S. Do you have an tnglish language difficulty in following classes?_ 
Do you feel it affects your scholastic standing?_ 
Expl i _ 
9. Does the school offer you special rnglish orientation courses?_ 
Do they help you in your studies?_ 
10. Are you the recipient of a tuition scholarship, full scholarship, 
assistantship, etc.? If so, state the type, source, and whether or 
not you must do any work in return therefor, also naming the kind 
of work _ 
11. Do you find it necessary to do part-time work to continue your 
studies? 
12. Would you obtain your degree more easily, and in less time, if you 
did not find it necessary to work? _ __ 
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13. How are your expenses met? Partial scholarsnip ( ); full scholarship ( ) 
assistant ship ( ); personal funds ( ); foreign government sponsorship ( ) 
other _ 
14. V.hat do you feel American education is giving you in comparison to 
that which you would receive in some other country?_ 
15. State briefly how you will utilize the education you have acquired in 
the United States? 
16. Are you under the jurisdiction of a representative of your country 
in the United States? Explain _ 
17. Is it your intention to return to the country of your citizenship or 
to remain in the United -tates?_ 
18. What does the community in which your school is located offer in 
order to make you feel at home in this country?_ 
19. Have you encountered any difficulties in connection with the regula¬ 
tions set up by the United States Government, Immigration and , 
Naturalization Service, in relation to those of the school of your 
attendance?_ If so, explain fully what they are_ 
20. Please state briefly any suggestions you may have which you feel would 
help you and other foreign students insofar as the immigration laws, 
school regulations, end community life here are concerned?_ 
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TITLE 22, CODE uF FEDLfoX xtEGULATIUNS 
Section 61,227-Nonquota Students, 
(a) Section of the act provides nonquota status for: An immigrant 
who is a bona-fide student at least 15 years of age and who seeks to 
enter the United States solely for the purpose of study at an accredited 
school, college, academy, seminary, or university, particularly desig¬ 
nated by him and approved by the Attorney General, which shall have 
agreed to report to the Attorney General the termination of attendance of 
each immigrant student, and if any such institution of learning fails to 
make such reports promptly the approval shall be withdrawn. 
(b) An alien who is qualified for nonquota status unaer Section 4(e) 
of the act may be issued a nonquota section 4(e) immigration visa, pro¬ 
vided he is not found to be inadmissible into the United States under 
the immigration laws. Such an alien should be given the examination 
applicable to all immigrants, including a thorough medical examination. 
Section 61.228- Evidence of nonquota student status. 
(a) The application of a bona-fide student under section 4(e) of the 
act may be considered by a consular officer when the student presents evi¬ 
dence establishing (1) that he has been accepted by am institution of 
learning approved by the Attorney General; (2) that he seeks to enter the 
United States solely for the purpose of pursuing a definite course of 
study consisting of a minimum of 12 semester hours or the equivalent there¬ 
of, if proceeding to the United States as an undergraduate student, or con¬ 
sisting of a full program of study as required in individual cases by the 
approved institution if proceeding to the United States es a graduate stu¬ 
dent; (3) that he intends to leave the United States and will be able to 
enter some foreign country when nis studies are completed. In all such 
cases, a copy of the letter of acceptance from the approved institution 
of learning to which tne alien is aestined shall be attached to the visa 
form. 
(b) A student applying for a nonquota immigration visa under the pro¬ 
visions of section 4(e) of the act shall establish that he is in posses¬ 
sion of sufficient funds to cover his expenses or that adequate financial 
arrangements have been made to provide for his expenses. If a section 
4(e) student has insufficient means to cover his necessary expenses, he 
may be permitted to accept employment in the United States, subject to 
discretionary approval of the employment arrangements by the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service upon applying for admission into the United 
States: Provided, That such employment will not interfere with his pur¬ 
suit of a full course of study as specified in paragraph (a) of this sec¬ 
tion. The alien shall be required, in connection therewith, to submit 
satisfactory evidence showing that arrangements have been made for his 
employment in the United States, a copy of which evidence shall be ap¬ 
pended to the visa form and appropriate remarks concerning the intended 
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employment shall be noted on Form 256(a) and (b). (An applicant for a 
visa under Section 4(e) of the act should be advised that if he desires 
to accept employment subsequent to his admission into the United States, 
application for permission to do so must first be made to the District 
Director of the Immigration and Naturalization Service within whose dis¬ 
trict is located tne institution of learning which he is attending.) 
(c) A student applying for a nonquota immigration visa under the provisions 
of section 4(e) of the act shall have sufficient scholastic preparation 
and knowledge of the English language to enable him to undertake a full 
course of study in the institution of learning designated by him and 
approved by the Attorney General. However, a bona fide student whose 
knowledge of the English language is insufficient to enable him to pur¬ 
sue a course of study in that language may oe issued a nonquota immigra¬ 
tion visa under the provisions of section 4(e) of the act: Provided, That 
the approved school is prepared and equipped to offer, and has accepted 
the applicant for, a full course of study in a language with which he 
is sufficiently familiar. An alien who intends to study the .^nglish 
language exclusively while in the United States or until such time as he 
is able to carry a regular-prescribed course may be issued a nonquota 
immigration visa under the provisions of section 4(ej of the act: Pro¬ 
vided, That he is otnerwise eligible to receive sucn a visa: And provided 
furtner. That the approved school is prepared and equipped to offer, 
and has accepted the applicant for, a definite course of study in the 
English language, equivalent in hours and credits to a regular-prescribed 
course as specified in paragraph (a) of this section. In all cases wherein 
special arrangements have been made with the approved school for the 
acceptance of a student who lacts an adequate knowledge of the unglish 
language, or who intends to enter the United States solely for the pur¬ 
pose of studying the xinglisn language, a copy of the letter from the school 
setting forth such special arrangements shall be appended to tne visa form. 
Section 61.229-Institutions not on approved list. 
In the case of a bena-fiae student desiring to attend an institution of 
learning which has not been approved by the Department of Justice for 
nonquota immigrant students, the consular officer should submit to the 
Department a report setting forth the facts in the particular case and 
including a statement whether the alien has been found to be a bona- 
fide student in all other respects. The Department will ascertain from 
the Department of Justice whether the institution of learning concerned 
may be approved for section 4(e) nonquota immigrant students. 
Section 61.230-Waiver of supporting documents for certain 4(e) students. 
In the case cf an alien who has been admitted into the United States 
under section 4(e) of the act, who is maintaining a satisfactory student 
status as may be seen in a letter from the educational institution he 
is attending, and who has departed from the United States on vacation to 
a country outside the Western Hemisphere, a now section 4(e) visa may be 
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issued without requiring the presentation of new section 7(c) support¬ 
ing documents when he seeks to return to the United States within U 
months of the date of his departure, solely for the purpose of resuming 
his studies, provided the consular officer is satisfied that the 
"available” section 7(c) documents were attached to the alien's previous 
section 4(e) visa. In such a case a statement regarding the waiver of 
section 7(c) documents should be made on Forms 256a and 256b. (This 
section is now numbered 42.) 
/ 
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TITLh 8. CCUIL iF IfolJiaUL HKGULATIUNS 
Section 125.1 Student defined. As used in this part, the tern "student” 
means an alien admitted temporarily to the United States as a nonquota 
immigrant under the provisions of section 4(e) of the Immigration Act 
of 1924 and under the provisions of this part. 
Section 125.2 Time for which admitted. A student shall be admitted to 
the United States for a period of time not to exceed one year. If his 
intended course of study is less than one year, the period of admission 
shall not exceed the period of such intended course of study plus neces¬ 
sary travel time. He shall not be admitted for a period of time extending 
beyond the date 60 days prior to the end of the period during which he 
will be eligible for readmission to the country from which he came or to 
some other foreign country. Such eligibility will ordinarily be established 
by the presentation of a passport having the period of validity prescribed 
in Section 176.500 of this chapter. 
Section 125.3 Conditions of admission. In order to be admissible as 
a student* an alien shall — 
(a) Be at least 15 years of age; 
(b) Be qualified to enter and have definitely arranged to enter an ac¬ 
credited school, college, academy, seminary, or university, particularly 
designated by him and approved by the Attorney General; 
1 
(c) Establish (1) that he seeks to enter the United States solely for 
the purpose of pursuing a definite course of study in the institution 
designated by him and approved by the attorney General, (2) that he will 
carry a course of studies consisting of a minimum of 12 semester hours 
or the equivalent thereof if he is an undergraduate stuaent, or con¬ 
sisting of a full program of study of the size and nature required by the 
institution if he is a graduate student, and (3) that he has sufficient 
scholastic preparation and knowledge of the Gnglish language to enable 
him to undertake his intended course, as indicated by the institution to 
which he is tc be admitted; 
(d) establish that he is or will be financially able, subject to the 
provisions of this part, to pursue such course of study; 
(e) Establish that he intenas to leave the United states at the expira¬ 
tion of the period of his admission or of any authorized extension of 
such period or upon cessation of the status unaer wnich admitted, which¬ 
ever occurs first; 
(f) Furnish bond on Form 1-374 or Form 574 in the sum of not less than 
vl5C to insure that he will depart from the United States at tne expiration 
of his authorized stay or upon failure to maintain the status unaer which 
admitted, whichever occurs first, if such bond is required by an officer 
in charge or by a board of special inquiry or pursuant to an order entered 
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on appeal from the decision of such board; 
(g) Present whatever document or documents are required by the applicable 
Executive order and regulations prescribing the documents to be pre¬ 
sented by aliens entering the United States under the provisions of 
section 4(e; of the Immigration Act of 1924, such document or documents 
to include evidence of compliance with all applicable provisions of 
Title III of the Alien Registration act, 1940 relating to registration 
and fingerprinting; 
(h) establish that he is not a member of any class of aliens subject 
to exclusion from the United States under the applicable provisions of 
the immigration laws or regulations. 
Section 125.4 Extension of stay; period of time; conditions. After a 
student is admitted to the United States for a fixed period of time, nis 
stay may be extended for a period or periods not exceeding one year each. 
Any such extension of his stay shall be subject to the same time limitations 
as are placed on original admissions by Section 125.2 and must be predicated 
on a finding that the student establishes that he has fulfilled and will 
continue to fulfill the conditions of admission prescribed by Section 125.3. 
As a condition precedent to tne granting of an extension, the district 
director having jurisdiction may require the student to furnish bond, 
or bend in greater sum, on the form and containing the conditions stated 
in Section 125.3(f). Where a bond furnished on admission is to be con¬ 
tinued during the time of an extension of stay, any arrangements neces¬ 
sary in that connection must be made by the student. 
Section 125.5 Importation. A student who violates or fails to fulfill 
any of the conditions of his admission to or extended stay in the United 
States or who otherwise becomes a member of any deportable class defined 
in any of the immigration laws shall be made the subject of deportation 
proceedings in accordance with the provisions of the applicable immigra¬ 
tion laws and the provisions of Part 150 of this chapter. 
SUBPART b —— PROCEDURAL ARiu C'iTiER 
NONSUBSTANTIVE PROVISIONS 
Section 125.11 Authority to admit. If the examining immigrant inspector 
is satisfied beyond a doubt that an alien is admissible as a student, he 
may admit him as such. If the examining immigrant inspector is satis¬ 
fied that an alien would be admissible as a student provided a bond was 
furnished in accordance with the provisions of Section 125.3(f), the 
examining immigrant inspector may refer the case to the officer in charge 
of the port and if the officer in charge concludes th.it the alien would 
be admissible provided such bona was furnished, the officer in charge may 
admit the alien as a student upon the furnishing of such bond. If the 
examining immigrant inspector is not satisfied that an alien applying for 
admission to the United States as a student is admissible as a student, 
he shall hold the alien for examination by a board of special inquiry. 
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The bond prescribed in Section 125.3(f) may be exacted by the board of 
special inquiry. All admissions shall be subject to the time limitations 
prescribed in Section 125.2. 
Section 125.12 Records of admission, readmission, and departure. 
(a) When a student is admitted to the United States on surrender of 
Form 25ba, the endorsements and records, other than Form 1-151 required 
by Section 108.6 of this chapter snail be made. In addition. Form 1-94, 
in duplicate, shall be executed in the case of every student admitted to 
the United States on surrender of an immigration visa. The examining 
immigrant inspector shall note on Form 1-94 the name and location of the 
institution to which the student is destined. The original of Form 1-94, 
which shall be given to the student at the time of his admission to the 
United States, shall serve as the alien registration receipt card. 
'The immigration visa and duplicate copy of Form 1-94 shall be forwarded 
to the Central Office. On receipt in the Central Office of these documents, 
the procedure outlined in Section 108.6(a) of this chapter shall be fol¬ 
lowed, except that Form 1-151 shall not be made up or furnished to students. 
The immigration visa, duplicate copy of Form 1-94, and Form 1-152, to¬ 
gether with any relating record, shall thereafter be forwarded to the dis¬ 
trict headquarters office responsible for the supervision of the student 
for consolidation and filing. 
(b) When a student is admitted to the United States on surrender of an 
immigration visa, the admitting immigrant inspector shall stamp any 
passport presented by the student (as the term "passport" is defined in 
Section 176.101(e) of this chapter) to show the word "Admitted" and the 
date and place of admission, and shall add the serial number of the Form 
1-94 issued. 
(c) A notice of the admission of a student shall be sent from the port 
of admission to the appropriate official of the institution to which 
the student is destined, with advice as to the location of the district 
immigration office to which the required reports from the institution 
<and any applications by the student shall be sent. 
(d) During a student's authorized stay in the United States, he may 
under certain circumstances visit certain countries and be readmitted to 
the United States without obtaining a new immigration visa. When that 
occurs, no notice of the ree.dmission need be sent from the port of 
readmission to the institution. The readmitting immigrant inspector shall 
execute Form 1—94 in duplicate, showing the name and location of the insti¬ 
tution to which the student is destined and the serial number of Form 1-94 
issued on the original. The original of Form 1-94 shall be given to the 
student at the time of his readmission and the duplicate c> py of rorm 
1-94 3hall be sent to the district headquarters office of the district 
responsible for the supervision of the student. 
(e) V.hen a student departs from the United States either temporarily or 
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permanently, he shall surrender his Form 1-94. Notwithstanding the pro¬ 
visions of Fart 108 of this chapter. Form 1-94 surrendered by a departing 
student shall be forwarded to the district headquarters office of the 
district in which the institution which the student is or was last at¬ 
tending is located, appropriately endorsed to indicate whether the departure 
is temporary or permanent. If it is definitely shown or known that the 
student's departure is permanent, the consolidated file in that district, 
together with the surrendered Form 1-94, shall be sent to the Central Of¬ 
fice for disposition; otherwise the form shall be neld in that district 
for six months. If during that time no notice of the student's readmission 
is received by means of a new Form 1-94 or otherwise, inquiry shall be 
made as to the student's whereabouts and status. If it is found that the 
student has departed permanently from the United States, the file and 
the surrendered Form 1-94 shall be sent to the Central Office for disposi¬ 
tion. If it is found that the student has been readmitted to the United 
States under another status, the Central Office shall be so notified on 
Form 0-31, and, where necessary, the file relating to the alien shall 
be transferred to the district acquiring jurisdiction over the alien fol¬ 
lowing his readmission. 
Section 125.13 ijctension of stay; procedure. 
(a) A student may apply for an extension of the period of his temporary 
admission. Such application shall be submitted on Form 1-535 approximately 
30 days before the expiration of the period of admission, or previously 
authorized extension thereof, to the district director of the district in 
which is located the institution which the student is attending. All 
available data specified in Form 1-535 shall be furnished by the appli¬ 
cant. The application shall be accompanied by his passport and by the 
duplicate Form 1-94 issued to him at the time of his entry. 
(b) After making such inquiry as may be necessary, the district director 
shall maize a decision on the application and such decision shall be final: 
Provided, that the district director shall not grant any extension of stay 
which would authorize the student to remain in the United States for a 
period of more than four years after arrival unless the district director 
first obtains approval from the Commissioner: And provided further. 
That the Commissioner may from time to time require in individual cases 
or in certain classes of cases that district directors submit to him 
for review or decision cases of applications on Form 1-535 on which they 
have acted or which they receive. In all cases the district director 
shall send notice of the decision to the student. If the decision is 
favorable, such notice shall be made by placing a signed endorsement 
on the duplicate Form 1-94, showing the date to which the stay is extended 
and by returning the duplicate Form 1-94 and the passport to the student. 
The district director of the district in which is located the institution 
which a student is attending shall to the extent practicable notify by 
form letter each student of the imminent expiration of authorized stay 
unless the aistrict director is in receipt of an application for an ex¬ 
tension of such stay or of information that the student will depart from 
the United States at the expiration of the period of authorized stay. 
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Section 125.14 Transfers from one school to another. A student may- 
transfer from one approved institution to another only if he first secures 
written permission from the district director of the district in which 
is located the institution from which the transfer is desired. Any ap¬ 
plication for permission to transfer should be submitted to the district 
director by letter at least 30 days in advance of the desired transfer. 
There shall be placed on the duplicate copy of Form 1-94 a signed en¬ 
dorsement showing the name and location of the institution to which the 
transfer is authorized, and the duplicate copy of Form 1-94 shall be 
returned to the student. VvTien a student is permitted to transfer from 
one approved institution to another and the institution to which he tr ns- 
fers is located in another immigration district, the district director of 
the first district shall forward the file (including any duplicate copy 
of Form 1-94) pertaining to the student to the director of the district 
to which the stuaent transfers and shall send a notice of the transfer on 
Form G-80b to the Central Office. 
Section 125.15 employment. 
(a) A student shall not be permitted to work during a school term either 
for wages or for board or lodging unless he has insufficient means tc 
cover his necessary expenses. If a student wishes to accept employment, 
he shall apply prior to the acceptance of such employment to the district 
director of the district in which is located the institution which he is 
attending. If the district director is satisfied that the student is meet¬ 
ing all of the requirements in this part and that he does not have suf¬ 
ficient means to cover his expenses and that the employment revested 
will not interfere with his carrying successfully a course of study of 
the required amount, he may grant permission to the student to accept 
such employment, A district director may, in his discretion and subject 
to all the limitations prescribed in this section, permit a student to 
take employment during summer vacations. Subject to the limitations 
in this section and part, a student may in connection with his admis¬ 
sion be granted permission to accept emplojaaent, but where permission is 
granted in that connection, the facts must be reported to the district 
immigration office responsible for handling the case while the student is 
in the United States. 
(b) In cases where employment for practical training is required or 
recommended by the school, the district director may permit the student 
to engage in such employment for a six-month period subject to extension 
for not over two additional six-month periods, but any such extensions 
shall be granted only upon certification by the school and the training 
agency that the practical training cannot be accomplished in a shorter 
period of time. 
Section 125.1b Schools; petition for approval. Any school, college, 
academy, seminary, or university desiring approval as a school for immigrant 
students may file with the Attorney General a petition in writing (Form 1-17) 
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stating its name and location; the date when established; the require¬ 
ments for admission, including age; whether coeducational; the courses 
of study offered and the time required to complete each course; the degrees, 
if any, conferred; the calendar of its school year, including terms and 
semesters; whether day cr night sessions are held or both; the average 
annual number of students attending; the number of teachers or instructors 
employed; the approximate total annual cost of board, tuition, etc., per 
student; and the causes for expulsion: Provided. That when a catalog is 
issued by such school, college, academy, seminary, or university, a copy 
of the latest edition thereof shall be filed with and made part of the 
petition with appropriate references to the pages of such catalog where 
the information herein required may be found. If the attorney General is 
satisfied that such school, college, academy, seminary, or university 
has been established for at least two years immediately preceding the 
filing of the petition herein required; that it is a bona fide institu¬ 
tion of learning; and that it possesses the necessary facilities and is 
otherwise qualified for the instruction and education of immigrant students 
he may approve such school, college, academy, seminary, or university as 
a school for immigrant students. 
Section 125.17 Schools; conditions for approval. No petition for ap¬ 
proval as a school for immigrant students shall be considered unless such 
petition is accompanied by the written agreement of the school, college, 
academy, seminary, or university seeking such approval, to report in 
writing to the district director of the district in which such institu¬ 
tion is located, immediately upon the admission of an immigrant student 
to such institution, the name, age, and local address of such student; 
the name and complete address of a friend or relative of such student in 
the United States; the date when such student was admitted to such insti¬ 
tution; the course of study to be pursued by him; and at the termination 
of the attendance of such student, to report at once, in writing, to the 
district director of the district in which such institution is located 
the date when and the reasons why such attendance was terminated. The 
foregoing conditions for approval of schools are hereby made applicable 
to all such approvals heretofore granted and the continuance of approval 
of a school will depend on the observance of this section. 
Section 125.18 Schools; officer to make petition. Form 1-17 ana the written 
agreement accompanying it must be executed by the principal officer of the 
school, college, academy, seminary, or university having authority to ex¬ 
ecute contracts. 
Section 125.19 Schools; withdrawal of approval. If it shall appear to the 
satisfaction of the Attorney General that any school, college, academy, 
seminary, or university approved as a school for immigrant students fails, 
neglects, or refuses to comply with all the terms of its agreement, he may 
withdraw or revoke his approval of such school, college, academy, seminary, 
or university as a school for immigrant students. 
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Form 1-635 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
III Ml ORATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE 
(Rev. 10-28—49) 
Form approved. 
Bureau of Budget No. 43-R067.3. 
APPLICATION TO EXTEND TIME OF STAY OF NONQUOTA STUDENT 
NOTE.—Application for extension shall be made on this form to the district director of the immigration district in which the 
institution which the student is attending is located. This application shall be submitted approximately 30 days prior to the 
expiration ©* the period for which admitted or to which admission has been extended. This application must be accompanied bv 
s Passport and any visitor’s permit (Form 1-94) issued to him when he was admitted to the United States The 
pafespbrt'aaa iiermlt will be returned. 
(PRINT OR TYPE ALL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS) File No_ 
(Mr.) 
1. My name is (Mrs.)_ 
; (Miss) 
2. My place of birth is_ 
My age is-years. 
(City or town) 
3. I am a citizen or subject of_ 
(Province) (State) 
(Country) 
4. My residence in the United States is 
(Street and number) 
5. My foreign residence is_ 
(Street) (City or town) 
(City or town) 
(Province) 
(State) 
(State) 
6. My 
relative 
reference 
permanent address 
in the United States is „ 
(Name) (Relationship) 
7. Passport No. 
issued by _ 
at _ 
(Street and number) (City or town) 
or document in lieu of passport, valid until_ 
(State) 
(Month) (Day) 
(Country) 
_, on 
(Month) (Day) 
—, is enclosed herewith. 
(Year) 
(Year) 
(Country) (City or town) 
8. I was admitted as a nonquota immigrant under Section 4 (e) of the Immigration Act of 1924 at 
entry) 
by 
(Name of vessel or railroad) 
_19_, for a temporary period of 
on the 
(Port of 
_day of 
9. The serial number of my visitor’s permit is_ 
10. I have secured 
(Number) 
extensions, the last extension to expire oft 
(Month) (Day) (Year) 
11. Since admission to the United States I have attended the following schools in day classes for the period (s) stated: 
(School) (From) (To) 
(School) (From) 
12. During the last semester, which ended on- 
! the equivalent of that amount) in day classes, and 
in (evening or night classes. The day courses were: 
(To) 
- semester hours (or _, I carried_ 
semester hours (or the equivalent of that amount) 
(Name the courses) 
The evening or night courses were: 
(Name the courses) 
I passed all of the said courses successfully except- 
(Give course name and hours) 
I am now carrying_semester hours (or the equivalent of that amount). 10—63700-2 
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_ Form 1-529 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
Ilf MIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SEKVICS 
(Rev. 11-12-47) 
Budget Bureau No. 4S-R068.4. 
Approval expires March 21, 19$flL 
APPLICATION TO EXTEND TIME OF TEMPORARY STAY 
(Read instructions on other side before filling out application) 
1. My name is  _ 
(First) (Middle) "(Lait). 
2. My mailing address (es) in the United States pending my receipt of notice of the decision on this application will be 
(II more than one mailing address given, show beginning and ending dates for each address) 
3. I am attaching my visitor’s permit No__and my passport No._issued by__ 
(Country) 
on -- at ----- which will expire 
(Month) (Day) (Year) (City or town) (Country) * 
o ___ (Your passport must be valid at least 60 days beyond the 
(Month) (Day) (Year) expiration date of the extension requested in this application) 
4. I have also been known by the following names (include maiden name if a married woman, professional names, nicknames, 
and aliases) _ 
5. My foreign residence is 
(Street) (City or town) 
(County, district, province, or State) 
fr m_to 
fk I was born at_ 
(Country) 
I resided there 
(City or town) (County, district, province, or State) 
7. I am a citizen or subject f_ 
(Country) 
on 
(Month) (Day) (Year) 
8. I arrived in the United States at the port of_ 
on....—. by_ 
(Month) (Day) (Year) 
9. I was admitted for a temporary period of.. 
(City or town) 
(Name of vessel or other means of conveyance) 
(State) 
10. I came as a nonimmigrant, class_of section 3, Immigration Act of 1924, with passport visa No._ 
issued on .. 
— months. 
___, at 
(Month) (Day) (Year) 
11. I |ai^r^ot} in possession of return passage or ticket. 
12. I am visiting the following persons in the United States: 
(City or town) (County, district, province, or State) (Country) 
(Name) 
(Name) 
(Name) 
(Relationship) 
(Relationship) 
(Relationship) 
(Address) 
(Address) 
(Address) 
have not} ^een employed or engaged in business since entering the United States. If answer is in affirmative, complete 
13. My occupation is 
14. I { have 
the following: 
I |^^g} employed or engaged in business as _ 
b - 
(Employer or business firm) 
(Nsture of occupation or business) 
at 
(Address) 
My employment or engagement in business began___and ended- 
(Month) (Day) (Year) (Month) 
/ is }- 
(Day) (Year) 
My monthly income from employment or business <,iro„ 
15. (If not employed or engaged in business in the United States, describe fully the source and amount of your income abroad and 
how supported while in the United States.)_ 
18—47304-3 
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DEPART!*SJiT oF STATE 
S- College is hereby notified that the program of the College, 
described in the Exchange-Visitor Program application submitted 
January 9, 1950, to provide courses of study, research, teaching, 
or combination thereof to foreign students and guest instructors re¬ 
ceiving (l) scholarships and stipends from the College, or (2) 
grants authorized by the Fulbright or Smith-I-iundt Acts or awarded 
regularly by private organizations, in the general interests of 
international academic exchange, has been designated an Exchange- 
Visitor i-rogram as provided by the administrative regulations 
under the U. S. Information and Educational i^xchange Act of 1948. 
It will be noted that the description of the program for S- 
College has been phrased to include all types of exchange students and 
guest instructors that it is believed should enter on the Exchange- 
Visitor rather than the regular Student or Professor visa. Refer¬ 
ence to Fulbright and Smith-bundt Act grantees has been included 
because such students will be required to enter on Exchange-Visitor 
visas, and it is believed that some of these grantees may be in¬ 
cluded among the foreign students admitted to S- College in the 
period covered by this program designation. The serial number 
assigned to the program is ho. P-50. The sponsor is requested to refer 
to this number in any correspondence with the Department, consular 
officers, or the Immigration and Naturalization Service concerning the 
program or any individual included in it. 
Specific instructions to sponsors are enclosed. 
Division of Exchange of Persons 
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Di^AETMEiVT Uf STATE 
WASHINGTON 
TO ORGANIZATIONS FILING EXCHANGE-VISITOR PROGRAM AFPLICATIONS: 
Section 201 of Public Law 402, 80th Congress (United States Information 
and Educational .Exchange Act of 1948) authorizes the Secretaiy of State 
"to provide for inter-changes on a reciprocal basis between the United 
States and other countries of students, trainees, teachers, guest in¬ 
structors, professors, and leaders in fields of specialized knowledge 
or skill..." Section 201 further states that "the persons specified 
in this section shall be admitted as nonimmigrant visitors for business 
under clause 2 of Section 3 of the Immigration Act of 1924, as amended... 
for such time and under such conditions as may be prescribed by regula¬ 
tions promulgated by the Secretary of State and the Attorney General..." 
These regulations have now been promulgated. In addition, administra¬ 
tive regulations have been drawn up by the Department of State for the 
purpose of implementing the regulations referred to in the Act. Accord¬ 
ing to the administrative regulations, only trtose aliens who have been 
selected by a sponsoring organization to participate in its educational 
exchange program may be considered Exchange Visitors within the meaning 
of the regulations, provided the sponsor’s program has been designated 
as an "Exchange-Visitor Program". 
It has been determined that any existing reputable United States agency 
or institution, public or private, which sponsors a program designed to 
promote the objectives of Fublic Law 402, may apply to the Secretary of 
State for designation of the program as an "Exchange-Visitor Program". 
Such application must be made on Form DSP-37, "imcchange-Visitor Program 
Application". If such designation is made, the sponsor will be noti¬ 
fied in writing and a serial number will be assigned to the Program. 
The notification will set forth the procedure to be followed by the 
sponsoring agency with respect to informing participants in the program 
of such designation. 
Attention is called to the fact that no new persons may be admitted as 
participants in a designated program after the expiration of one year 
from the time a program has been so designated. If it is desired to 
bring new participants to this country under a program designated by 
the Secretary of -tate as an "Exchange-Visitor Program", application 
for renewal of that program may be submitted on Form DSP-37. In that 
event the word "nenewal" appearing in the upper right hand corner of 
Form DSP-37 should be checked. 
After Form DSI-37 is completed, including the certification appearing 
at the end of each form, it should be sent to the division of exchange 
of Persons, Department of State, Washington 25, D.C, 
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To Sponsors of 
Exchange-Visitor Programs 
I. Notification of Designation as an Exchange-Visitor Program 
The Exchange-Visitor Program administrative regulations provide that when 
a decision is maae to designate a sponsor's program as an Exchange-Visitor 
rrogram, the Department of otate shall notify (l) the sponsor of the 
Exchange-Visitor Program (2) American Consular Offices in the countries 
from vnich the participants in the designated program are expected to 
come, and (3) the Commissioner of Immigration ana Naturalization. All 
three notifications will include reference to the serial number assigned 
to the program upon designation and will contain the official description 
of the nature and purpose of the program. 
When an American Consular Officer his been duly notified of the designa¬ 
tion of a program, he may receive applications for Exchange-Visitor 3(2) 
visas from persons selected by the sponsor to participate in the Exchange- 
Visitor Program. It should be definitely understood by both the sponsor 
and the participant in a designated program, however, that resignation of 
a program does not ensure the issuance of a visa. Visas in such cases may 
be issued only w. :en participants have been found to be fully qualified for 
such visas under all existing immigration laws and regulations. 
Designation of a program, furthermore, should be understood to consist 
exclusively of an affirmation of the sponsor's eligibility to bring par¬ 
ticipants in the designated program into the United States under the con¬ 
ditions prescribed in the Exchange-Visitor immigration and visa regula¬ 
tions promulgated July 22, 1VA9. It does not in any sense constitute 
Departmental sponsorship or approval, and reference to the Department’s 
designation of a program should be used by the sponsor only in connection 
with the application of participants for Exchange-Visitor visas. Inference 
to such designation in connection with a sponsor's efforts to secure 
support or approval for a specific program from any individual or agency, 
public or private, is not authorized. Tne secretary of tate may in his 
discretion revoke the designation of a program for any sufficient reason. 
II. Responsibilities of Sponsors of Exchange-Visitor Programs 
The sponsor of a designated Exchange-Visitor Program is under obligation 
to provide each participant with a document containing (l) affirmation of 
his selection as a participant in the designated program, (2) the serial 
number of the program in which he is to participate, and (3) instructions 
to present the document described to the Consul to whom application for 
visa is made and to appropriate authorities at the port of entry in the 
United States, 
The sponsor of an Exchange-Visitor Program is further under obligation 
to submit to the officer in charge of the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service at the port of entry at which an exchange-visitor entered the 
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United States (l) Notification, on Form 1-502 at six month intervals, 
that the exchange-visitor is continuing to pursue the activity for ■which 
he was admitted (2) Notification that the exchange-visitor has ceased 
to pursue the activity for which he was admitted. This notification 
is to be made immediately when such activity ceases and should include 
the name and current address of the exchange-visitor, nationality, date 
of admission, ana facts as to the current activities of the exchange- 
visitor (3) Application for extension of stay for the exchange-visitor 
where such extension is desired and necessary, ouch application should 
be made on Form 1-539 at least 30 days before the expiration of the 
exchange-visitor's stay in the United States. 
Required forms and information concerning their submission can be ob¬ 
tained by sponsors from regional offices of the Immigration and Naturaliza¬ 
tion Service. 
Sponsors of designated programs are advised that the Department of otate 
must be informed of any contemplated deviation from the program as described 
in the Sxchange-Visitor Program application such as an increase or decrease 
in the number of participants, other countries to be involved, or a change 
in the nature of the sponsorship. 
1 
FORM 1-17 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE 
(REV. 8-7-17) 
PETITION FOR APPROVAL OF SCHOOL FOR IMMIGRANT STUDENTS 
TO THE ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR ADJUDICATIONS 
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE 
PHILADELPHIA 2, PA. 
(Nam* of School) 
LOCATED AT (City or Town) (Coua ty~) (Stati) 
RESPECTFULLY PETITIONS FOR APPROVAL AS A SCHOOL FOR IMMIGRANT STUDENTS UNDER SUBDIVISION (•) SECTION 4, OF THE 
IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1921 ANO SUBMITS THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT OF FACTS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH: 
DATE ESTABLISHED -- 
THE ABOVE-NAMED SCHOOL HAS (HAS NOT) BEEN APPROVED BY A NATIONAL. REGIONAL OR STATE ACCREDITING ASSOCIATION OR AGENCY. 
(Nam* of Accrediting Aaaoclatlon and/or Agency If ao approved3 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION, INCLUDING AGE, ANO WHETHER COEDUCATIONAL: r---- 
COURSES OF STUDY ANO TIME NECESSARY TO COMPLETE EACH 
DEGREES CONFERRED - 
CALENDAR OF SCHOOL YEAR INCLUDING TERMS OR SEMESTERS - 
SESSIONS (DAY OR NIGHT OR BOTH) ---------- 
AVERAGE ANNUAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS —-j TEACHERS OR INSTRUCTORS--  
APPROXIMATE TOTAL COST OF BOARD, TUITION, ETC., PER STUDENT  
CAUSES FOR EXP LSION---------- 
THE PETITIONER SUBMITS HEREWITH A COPY OF THE LAST EDITION OF ITS CATALOG WITH APPROPRIATE REFERENCE TO THE 
PAGES WHERE THE ABOVE INFORNATION MAY BE FOUND. 
IN CONSIDERATION OF THE APPROVAL OF THE SERVICE THE PETITIONER HEREBY AGREES 
(1) IMMEDIATELY UPON THE ADMISSION OF AN IMMIGRANT STUOENT TO SUCH INSTITUTION TO FILE WITH THE OISTRICT DIRECTOR, 
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE OF THE DISTRICT IN WHICH THIS INSTITUTION IS LOCATEO A REPORT IN WRITING STAT¬ 
ING THE NAME, AGE, AND LOCAL ADORESS OF SUCH STUDENT) THE NAME AND COMPLETE ADDRESS OF A FRIEND, OR RELATIVE OF SUCH 
STUDENT IN THE UNITED STATES; THE DATE WHEN SUCH STUDENT WAS ADMITTED, AND THE COURSE OF STUOY PURSUED BY HIM. 
(2) FORTHWITH, UPON THE TERMINATION OF THE ATTENDANCE OF AN IMMIGRANT STUDENT, TO FILE WITH THE DISTRICT DIRECTOR 
OF THE DISTRICT IN WHICH THIS INSTITUTION 1$ LOCATED A REPORT IN WRITING, STATING THE DATE WHEN, AND THE REASONS WHY, 
SUCH ATTENDANCE WAS TERMINATED, THE WHEREABOUTS OF THE ALIEN, IF THAT INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE, AND THE DATE, SHIP, 
AND PORT OF PROPOSED DEPARTURE IF THE ALIEN IS ABOUT TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY. 
DATED AT-, THIS-— DAY OF-—--------, 19- 
(CORPORATE SEAL 
OF INSTITUTION) 
TITLE 
SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS 
82 
FonimCT( Revi sed) Budget Bureau NoaUAkBlgSLS^ 
Approval expires March 31,1951. 
ADDRESS RECORD CARD—ALIEN REGISTRATION 
(This card may be used for both types of reports mentioned on the face of this card) 
Name (print or type) _ 
My last address was_ 
(POST OFFICE) 
My present address is (print or type) 
(POST OFFICE) 
I work for_ 
Whose address is- 
(POST OFFICE) 
Registration No__ 
(COPY FROM REGISTRATION RECEIPT) 
(STREET ADDRESS OR RURAL ROUTE) 
(COUNTY) (STATE) 
(STREET ADDRESS OR RURAL ROUTE) 
(COUNTY) (STATE) 
(EMPLOYER’S NAME) 
(STREET ADDRESS) 
(COUNTY) (STATE) 
Date Signature 
16-16437-4 OPO 
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Students from Other Countries, Studying in Colleges and Universities in the United 
-- 

Bulgaria. 
Burma. 
Canada. 
Ceylon. 
Chile. 
China. 
Colombia. 
Costa Rica 
Cuba. 
Cyprus. 
Czechoslovakia.. 
Dansig. 
Denmark. 
Dominican Rep.. 
Ecuador. 
Egypt. 
El Salvador. 
Estonia. 
Ethiopia. 
Fiji Islands. 
Finland. 
Franoe. 
Germany. 
Gold Coast. 
*Grt. Britain. 
United Kingdom. 
Greece. 
Guatemala. 
Haiti. 
Honduras... 
Hungary... 
Iceland. 
India. 
Indo-China. 
Indonesia... 
Iran. 
Iraq. 
Ireland. 
Israel. 
Italy. 
Japan. 
Jordan. 
Kashmir.... 
Kenya. 
Korea. 
Latvia. 
Lebanon. 
Liberia... 
Lithuania. 
Luxembourg. 
Malaya. 
Malta. 
Martinique.. 
Mauritius... 
Mcxioo. 
Morocco. 
Moiambique. 
Nepal. 
Netherlands. 
Netherl’ds W.Id. 
New Zealand.... 
Nicaragua. 
Nigeria. 
Norway. 
Nyasaland. 
Okinawa.. 
Pakistan... 
Palestine.. 
Panama... 
Paraguay... 
Peru... 
Philippines. 
Portugal. 
Rhodesia...., 
Romania..... 
Sarawak. 
Saudi-Arabia. 
Sierra Leone.. 
Southwest Africa. 
Spain. 
Surinam. 
Swaziland. 
Sweden. 
Switzerland. 
Syria. 
Tahiti. 
Tanganyika. 
Thailand..., 
Trieste. 
Tunisia. 
Turkey. 
Union of S. Africa, 
**U. S. S. R. 
Uruguay... 
Venezuela.. 
Yugoslavia. 
Uncertain... 
Unspecified. 
Total.. 
11 11 
14 
II 
130 
2d 
105 
78 59 
47 
M 
21 
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1 
33 
147 
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Insofar as problems of the foreign students in this country are 
concerned, there are no known books, as such, obtainable, however, 
the Institute of International Education, National association of 
Foreign Student Advisers, Committee on Friendly Relations among For¬ 
eign Students, International Houses, and other organizations, publish 
pamphlets periodically which may be purchased at a minimum cost. The 
National Association of Foreign Student Advisers has published an ex¬ 
perimental edition of a Handbook for Counselors of Students from 
Abroad, which may be acquired for '’.00, and appears to be a very use¬ 
ful syllabus for advisers. The United States Government has also is¬ 
sued some publications in connection with this subject. 
Those pamphlets and Government publications found most informative 
are listed below: 
Committee on Friendly Relations among Foreign Students, International 
Campus, Committee on Friendly Relations among Foreign Stu¬ 
dents, New York, 1950. 
Committee on Friendly Relations among Foreign Students, Unofficial 
Ambassadorst Committee on Friendly Relations among Foreign 
Students, New York, 1949. 
Committee on Friendly Relations among Foreign Students, Unofficial 
Ambassadors, Committee on Friendly Relations among Foreign 
Students, New York, 1950, 
Department of Justice, Part 125, Immigration Act of 1924, Title 8, 
United States Code, Government Printing Office, Washington, 
D.C. 
Department of State, educational Exchanges under the Fulbright Act, 
Publication 3197. International and Cultural -Series 2, 
Government Printing Office, Washington D.C,, august 1948. 
Department of State, educational Exchanges under the Fulbright Act, 
Publication 3657, International and Cultural Series 9, 
Government Printing office, 'Washington, D.C., December 1949. 
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Department of State, The foreign Service of the United States, General 
Information and Pertinent Lavs and nebulations. Government 
Printing office, Washington, D.C., 1948. 
Department of State, International nducc.tional Exchange, Publication 
3313» International and Cultural Series 3. Division of 
Publications, Office of Fublic Affairs, Washington, D.C., 
194-8. 
Devaney, Allan 0., immigration Today, monthly Neview, Department of 
Justice, Immigration and naturalization Service, Washington, 
D.C., August 194-9. 
Federal security agency. Higher education, Volumes IV and V, United 
States Office of Dducation, Federal Security Agency, Wash¬ 
ington, D.C. 
Fine, benjamin. Student Exchange nises to New leak. New fork Times, 
November 27, 194-9. 
House of .iepresentatives, First Semi-annual *icport of all -educational 
-occnange Activities carried on from July 1 to December 31. 
1948, Document 56, Government Printing Office, Washington, 
n n u 9 o » 
Institute of International education. Building .toads tc Peace, Insti¬ 
tute of International education. New York, 1949. 
Institute of International sducation, education for one World, Insti¬ 
tute of International Education, New York, 1949. 
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States, Institute of International Education, New York, 1949. 
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Institute of Internc-tional education, whit-her Student iPxcnange, Insti¬ 
tute of International Education, New York, 1948. 
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ing Foreign Students, Institute of International education, 
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of International Education, New York, 1949. 
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Institute of International education. United States Government Grants 
for Graduate Students to Study abroad one Academic Year, 
Institute of International education. New York, 1949. 
Institute of International education, Public Law 584 - 79th Congress, 
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